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Po try Winn r - Th Ami h-Man"
urely the Ami h-nun i a mu ,bringing pIa ter paint and
poetry with hiln. Th po m i a dane of ambiguity, witty, contradictory Iny t riou - and the poet, who claim to b unable to
, tand and watch" neverthele delightfully do ju t that. Th
poem it elf i proof of th po t' ability to cop with what ver
fall from the ky. Honorable m ntion to" xym r n," "Moving," and "Running: Arcola."

- hade Munoz i the author of Fragments of a Myth, a collection of poetry, and th nov I towaway a w 11 a bing po try
editor of"Jewi h pectator" for fiv year and a form r Po t
Laureate of Buck ounty.

Pro e Winner - "My Fath r' Will"
I cho e "My Father' Will" becau e the author how promi a a
tory-teller, and the writing ha orne nap to it. Thi pi c al 0
ha an unexpected shift that i at it heart: an abu ive alcoholic
parent finally quit drinking, and reveal him elf to b hollow,
howing that getting healthy doe not nece arily ll1ean getting
better. I al 0 want to commend the author of "Thi i Not a
Pipe," "Elevator," and "2% Lowfat."
-Fo ter Winans i the author of eight novel and five work of
nonfiction, a former columni t for The Wall treet Journal,
founder and pre ident ofThe Writer Room of Buck ounty, a
writers community in Doyle town, and publi her of a quart dy
literary magazine, The Bucks County Writer.
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Frets
Drew Petersen

Even on the unwound string
Bend, hold, relea e and lide
Grinding tip , mall vibrations
Dream soaking oft sensations
Acoustic fingers tickled brightly
Even on the wound low string

D rew Petersen
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Burn
Amy

carantino

My mother and I u ed to drink hot tea together
every night before bed.
he alway nude it with 100 e leaves
and a tiny metal tea ball
r wa 0 young.
r burned the back of my hand on the kettle once
Third degree
mall, though.
She held me a r cried.
She held my tiny hand
and rubbed the back of my head
and the next night we drank tea again
and the next year she wa gone.
r noticed today ...
the scar on my hand ... hardly vi ible anymore.
Time heals
so they ay
Who are they and what do they know?
I look at my hand and I can till feel the metal
till hear her soothing voice
and I can't drink tea alone now
becau e orne scar never heal

Amy

carantino
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It's Not Easy Bein' Jim
Nicole Borocci

Nicole Boro cci
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The Amish-man
usannah Fisher
it all fell through the day the Ami h-man came crashing down
through my bedroom ceiling.
i 10 tit. i couldn't tand to watch. but i tood there, watching as
he picked him elf up from the plaster flake that hid my bed.
lowly, lowly he traightened out. wept hi traw hat off on hi
plain black pants, now lightly powdered. then he walked out and
closed the door.
iran. i ran from. the hou e where Ami h-men come through the
ceiling bringing pla ter, paint, and poetry with them.
i had just painted that room. the summer before. my iter wa
corning home again. a light ea green.
you ju t can't tand in a house where Amish-men tumble
through fre hly-painted bedroom ceiling and watch. you ju t
can't.

us annah Fisher
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My Father's Will
Chris Tereshko
unday morning. Early.
The chirping of birds remind me of the biological
nece sity for sleep.
"Hey ... I need to hit the sack, man," Chuck announced,
already past the point of drunkenness and venturing upon
complete bodily failure.
"I hear ya," I replied, surveying the damage.
Nine hours' time, measured in countless empty beer cans
added to the already overflowing waste can from the night before,
signifies a reasonably productive weekend here-there were only
even of us and three girls.
Chuck and I rose from the comfort of the couch.
Stumbling into the bathroom of our suite, we relieved the pain
we had earlier been too unmotivated to release.Thank you, bird.
"Yo, did you hook up with that girl?" Adam called from
the adjacent stall.
"Nah, she was definitely pissed when my cigarette
burned a hole through the sleeve of her blouse. Twice." Some
girls are not as forgiving as the alcohol.
"That was a great game of pong, though, dude. That was
my first double-overtime since sophomore year," he boasted.
"Yeah, I know.Your shot was clutch."
"I'm getting tired of it though . .. the beer pong every
weekend," Chuck confessed as he began to wash his hands.
"You heathen!" He laughed at my accusation. I joined
him at the sink.
"It'll be great when you turn twenty-one. We won't have
to do this all the time," he said, motioning with his head towards
the landscape of debauchery out in the common room.
"Yeah, with my luck I'll be spending weekends in jail' cuz
of some asshole pig that nails me on the drive home."We both
Chris Tereshko
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laughed and went to unlock our respective room.
, Goodnight, man," huck wi hed, turning back from the
olace of hi dark bedroom.
, Until next time."
Age twenty-one. The true test of alcoholi m .
It i n't an age when a man con iders the future very often.
Wantonne s and lethargy thrive. Entire paycheck can be blown
in a weekend at the local bar. The thrill of participating in uch a
communion of inners never seem to wear off. Buying ladies
drink , the infinite galne of pool, and the five dollar draft add up
to the point where drinking is a n1.ean to e cape the unea e of
having 0 little money. Actually, a row of shot can help escape
almo t anything.
My father know about e cape. He never grew out of the
bar cene. In fact, my parent met on a blind date in a bar. My
mother never would have recognized hin1. had it not been for his
beaten-up camouflage Vietnam jacket. I think, as a bachelor, hi
favorite venue for doing anything, let alone meeting women, wa
the bar. He could drink to drown out hi memorie of the war. I
imagine one would have to drink a lot to accOlnpli h thi . A a
hu band, he did.
I never witne ed his fall from grace, but I was the
unfortunate recipient of its consequence . I can't remember how
or when it started, but my fir t memories of childhood are those
of a ore behind. It e calated from violent fits of anger after
drinking to much worse. He'd go across the treet with two ixpacks of Bud to watch the game with the neighbor who could
handle hi alcohol better. He'd have too many gla se of wine at a
friend' dinner party. He'd take the long way home frOln work,
which conveniently pa sed the bar. Regardle ofhi method, he'd
return home, beer on breath and volatile. He would throw thing
and cur e repeatedly. He'd yell at my mother, loud enough that
the neighbors called the police on multiple occa ion . He never
let me see him hit her, but it wasn't difficult to picture him doing
Chris Tereshko
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One day I became a target.
The father who had become my n1.on ter would cha e
me through the house, his heavy steps on the wooden floor
shaking the family room and pilling the holiday-dinner china
onto the floor. He always caught me eventually. I remember his
weapons: the back of his hand, hi belt, and the wooden spoon
(old fa hioned, but u ed on him when just a boy by my
grandmother). He'd roll me over so that my stomach was on the
floor and wail away, usually three, but never more than ten, times.
His blows were always directed on my behind, nowhere else. This
let him justify to himself that it wasn't abuse.
One particularly horrible fight (if you could call the onesided alvo a fight) took place outside my bedroom door at the
top of the flight of stairs. When I had endured the barrage of
backhands, I stood and proudly exclaimed that this time the
beating had not hurt. Mistake. He pushed me. Falling into space,
feet completely lifted from the ground, I was headed swiftly for
the floor below. My father wasn't about to have a child abuse or
assault and battery ca e brought against him, though. He quickly
"rescued" Ine from that moment of stasis before gravity kicks in.
His burly hand wrapped around my wrist and dangled me above
the stair . In an attempt to squirm free of his grasp, I wriggled and
kicked in the air. I'd rather have faced a headfirst collision with the
floor than another slapping. The grip on my arm, which later
bruised badly, probably hurt more than if I had landed flat on the
carpet below. He eventually swung me onto the level ground at
the head of the stairs. He pushed me against the wall with his
forearm pressed tightly against my neck. He told me not to ever
mock him again. Needless to say, I never commented on his
efficiency in the future.
It was not the intensity of the beating, but the
unrelenting consistency of them that was scariest. The cycle
continued, weekend after weekend, school night after school
night. My confidence and grades suffered. I grew smarter and
Chris Tereshko
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tronger, though. It became harder and harder for him to get me
onto my tomach. Olnetime I'd even lie down on my back
before he even caught me because turning me over wa the
harde t part. The m.ore I fought back, though, the m.ore painful it
became.
I could fight my father, but I could not fight back the
tear hi actions brought upon me. hnmediately after every
panking, I'd run up to my room, lam the door hut and soak my
pillow with de pair. While alone, I could feel the ame emptiness
that my father carried with him every moment ofhi dreary life.
He'd follow me up, also crying, about ten minute later. He'd tell
me that he imply wanted to be a good father and that he loved
me. The e bawling apologie afterwards were even more pathetic
than his drunken outbur t. omehow he felt that they made hi
behavior acceptable. I wa n't as forgiving as the alcohol.
It went on for years until the day that I was finally big
enough to fight back successfully. It wa then that a scuffie was an
injury risk to him as well. It was then that it wa n't a power trip
anymore. His means of relea ing anger gone, he began to not
even bother returning home from. work. Other women were out
of his reach, so he reluctantly cra hed on a friend' couch or spent
ome of hi bar money on a motel room. Thi only lasted about a
month until the unthinkable day can1e when he topped
drinking. Whether it wa my mother's threat to leave, a close
call driving home from the pub, or a miraculous moment of
cathar is, I will never know. After that day, though, he refused to
touch a drop of alcohol.
Hi pre ence in my life had been olely that of bully and
disciplinarian. After alcohol, it was absent. Silent dinner would
end abruptly with his early exit for the A.A. meetings. Little
League game went unattended. Advice had to be given by my
mother. I spent the hour after school locked in my rOOln,
preferring the absence of company to the void of a family
downstairs. Alone again, my loneliness echoed that of the
shadowy man wandering around our hou e.
Chris Tereshko
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Sober, nly father was a shell of the man he had once been.
He rarely opened his lTIouth other than to eat, which he did a
great deal of, apparently to stop his craving . He gained weight.
He missed work. My father had 10 t his vigor for life. Silently
sitting in front of the television every night and weekend led to
depression. My mother, now the pants of the family, forced him to
ee a shrink again t his wishes. He then had two meetings every
night, neither of which he particularly wanted to attend.
Ironically, his psychiatrist appointments-a mean to keep him
away from alcohol- soon led to a dependence on Prozac. The
drug continues to distort his emotions, confidence and sociability,
even ten years after quitting the bottle.
If there i a loser to be named in all of this, it is certainly
my father. He barely appears in the photos that compose the
album of my childhood. He never really got to see me grow up.
He did begin to take a more active role in my life the moment
he realized I had begun drinking, though. My respect for him was
such a joke at that point that his warnings and precautionary talks
actually distanced me from him further. To this day, it's still
difficult to hug him. We can talk and get along somewhat, but my
father will always be the man with the belt. He regrets it every
waking day.
Age twenty-one. The true test of alcoholism.
My father found a reason to put the bottle down.
Genetics or not, I'm still looking.
I awoke ten minutes after the cafeteria stopped serving
dinner. The thick, sticky taste in my mouth was the least of the
reminders of the night before. I remembered what Chuck had
said about the monotony of our lifestyle--exhausting mountains
of work five days a week, to be relieved only by forty-eight
hours of getting sloshed. The thought unsettled me.
After heaving myself out of bed and managing to find my
sandals, I stumbled to the bathroom. Chuck was there shaving.
"Good morning, sunshine," he greeted, upon seeing my
Chris Tereshko
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bloodshot eye and weak movement.
"Yo," was all I could mu ter a I stepped into the first stall.
"I just woke up, too.Whatta ya wanna do about dinner?"
he asked.
"I could use the good 01' hangover helper,junior bacon ,"
I an wered.
"Good call." He was finishing up shaving when I
approached the other sink to wash my hands and face. I studied
myself in the mirror. I saw the face of a man I didn't want to
become.
"Ya know, Chuck, I was thinking about what you said last
night. I'm getting tired of drinking like this every weekend, too,"
I confessed.
Chuck looked at me, grief-stricken. He cocked his head,
as if to see if I was serious. Hi facade broke suddenly, and he
blurted out, "Heathen!"

Chris Tereshko
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city children
arah Napolitan

City Children are not mumed by the snow, but car headlights
pas through them on cricketle s nights.
Whirlpooling in fronl the playground swirling once, twice, three
time until magneted into the school, accented in neons and
bead flavored with food and exhaust colored with little god
crayons instead of colored pencils like the re t of us.
They butterfly or rhinoceros their way through life till the neon
end or the beads end or the bookends,
But for now they play deeply, loudly in the snow, and their colors
.
.
ImprInt.

Sarah Napolitan
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What are you looking at?
Ari Nepon

Ari Nepon
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Meet Me in Montana

Laura Phillips
The first thing I saw when I put my bags down in my
childhood bedroom for my fir t break from college was a black
and silver treadmill. I threw down the bags and barreled down
the steps to find my mother posing innocently next to the dining
island in our kitchen.
"What i that thing doing in my room?" I bellowed.
"Well, Paula, you know you aren't at a healthy weight. I
thought maybe if you had a machine ... well, I use one all the
time at the gym," he shrugged, causing a little heft in her slinky
red halter-top. "You can't afford to gain your freshman fifteen.
This is a great opportunity for you to lose weight."
"Mom, do I look like I gained weight? You have seen me
for a grand total of four minutes, and now you want to throw me
on a treadmill? Not to mention the fact that you bought this
thing before you even saw me. I could have lost thirty pounds at
school and you still would have had that thing."
"Honestly, Paula. I know you better than that. You would
never take the initiative. I bet you didn't even leave your room
except to eat and go to class. What's college worth for someone
like you? You look disgusting. All you do is lock yourself in your
room. You're miserable, and it's all because you look like a pig.
Noone wants to get near you."
My face had begun to turn red and my ears were filled
with the sounds of rushing blood. I clamped my teeth together
to stop the quivering in my face, but I could not stop the
quivering in the rest of my body. My eyes filled with tears and I
ran from the room.
Everything in my room had remained as it was when I
was a little girl except for that monstrosity of exercise equipment.
My books were lined up on their little bookshelf. I carefully
removed my copy of Blubber by Judy Blume. I remember

Laura Phillips
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reading thi book in 4 th grade. My mother had given it to me
after orne girls in my cla tarted calling m.e the Blob and the
Whale. My father aid it wa her own trange way of telling lue
that he loved me, but really, it just made me more up et. I wa
the nurte t girl in my class. Why didn't he look at that the way
my daddy did? Every time I tini hed a book, n'ly father would
bring me a new one. The book he had given me filled the
helves. Mter I read them, we would go out to dinner and di cu s
the book,ju t the two of u . My father' favorite book wa To Kill
A Mockingbird. One of n'ly favorite wa The Once and Future
King. I u ed to pretend I was the beautiful, tragic Queen
Guinevere.
Those dinners with my father were huge event . I wore
one of the many frilly dre se that Mother made me wear to
church and con'lbed n'ly curly blonde hair into a ponytail. Dad
would arrive at 6:15 coming directly from work. We would go
anywhere I wanted to have dinner. U ually I cho e Friendly's.
We'd lide into the queaking booth with their red pIa tic
upholstery. I alway ordered the arne thing: a cup of chicken
noodle soup, a large order of French fries, a grilled chee e
andwich, a chocolate rnilkshake and a Conehead undae. Mter
we placed our order, we would each pull out our copy of the
book we read and would discu it. ometime we would di cu
why Adams used rabbits in his book Watership Down. Other
day we would imply talk about a character, like Anne in Anne of
Green Gables. After dessert, Dad would take me hOll'le if it were
a school night. If it were a weekend, we would go to his
apartment in Red Pine to watch movie .
My father's apartment was full of books and picture of
Jared and me. There was a daybed in the living room for the
weekend that I stayed with him. Jared almost never came to ee
our dad. Whenever I a ked him why, he never had a real an wer
for me. It wa most likely some eed that my mother planted in
his head. Mter the divorce, Dad wa my refuge. I couldn't get
enough of him. My mother turned into the tormentor who
Laura Phillips
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emed interested only in making me miserable.
Blubber was one of my mother's many attempted wakeup calls about n1.y weight. She, who spent hours on end reading
romance novel in her blu h-pink bedroom, had an impeccable
body and believed that my weight problem was a crime against
nature. An ex-ballet dancer, my mother's lithe frame held 115
pounds. Even when pregnant, he never weighed more than 130
pound and she carried her elf with Grace Kelly-esque elegance.
Her wedding pictures made her look like a princess. The early
pictures of us as a family are almost nauseatingly perfect. Mother,
with her hair in golden ringlets __ Holding my baby brother Jared
and wearing a beaded cocktail shirt from my dad's Christmas
party. Dad, smiling debonairly and wearing a sleek black suit.
And me, a curious looking toddler with a mop of blond curls and
large aquamarine eyes like my mother. My mother always loved
taking pictures of the four of us. She was so proud of her
marriage and the beautiful children it produced. But one year
that pride faded; her husband left and her children began to look
irritatingly imperfect. Mter the divorce I started to gain weight
and Mother put the can1.era away for good. Every picture of me
from econd grade on was just a headshot. It was like my mother
didn't want to remen1.ber the rest of me.
Mter the divorce, Mother painted her ivory bedroom
pink and threw out her old bedroom set. She set up a vanity
table and covered its glass tabletop with bottles of makeup and
little bottles of pills. Her wardrobe changed from conservative
"mom" clothes to slinky, sexy clothes that made her look silly.
Bedroom shelves that were cluttered with family photos were
now full of romance novels with title like The Sheik's Baby and
Meet Me in Montana. She got a job at a local Italian restaurant
where she quickly became the Goldie Hawn of the waitressing
world. Mother spent hours in her room each morning, choosing
clothes, blow-drying and styling her hair, and applying layer after
layer of makeup. When she finally emerged, she looked like a
high school actress in stage makeup for her first big show.
Laura Phillips
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My father and I became do er when he m.oved away.
ur dinner book dub developed oon after he left a a way to
keep u tied together not only a family, but al 0 a friend. He
wa my comfort whenever Mother "helped" me by buying
exerci e video and book for m.e. The day he gave me Blubber,
I hoved it deep into Iny choolbag vowing to throw it off the
chool bus the next morning. orne thing made me want to read
it, though. I read the entire book in one day. Part of it even
made me cry. In the end, I felt 0 orry for my elf that I just
hoved it into the bookcase and never took it out again. The next
day I began a copy of The Great Gilly Hopkins that my father
had given to m.e.
liding the book back to it place on the bookshelf, I
grimaced at the treadmill that tood like a watchman next to my
bed. Why would he do thi on my fir t trip back hon1.e? I
thought. Why couldn't he save it until Chri tma or orne thing?
I unpacked a gray sweater and a hairbrush from my backpack and
quickly fixed my hair. I walked down tair to the kitchen and
grabbed a bag of potato chips. In the alcove next to the kitchen,
my mother was gulping down a handful of pill. he didn't ee
me a I lipped out the door and ran to my car.
Once I got my agingJetta on to the main road, I drove
five mile to Peat's Ford, the local lookout point. Trudging
through moss and used condom, I found the one pot on the
ridge that allows you to see the entire town of Lime Grove at
once. There it was, a thousand twinkling light like the
phosphorescence of the ocean. Whenever Mom and I came up
here, she would natch me up in her arm , and together we would
scour the countryside looking for our hou e. Looking from
church to chool to upermarket, we'd find our hou e, tand a
while and then go back to the little hou e with its light on. I
looked and looked for my house alone that night. Mter ten
minute, I gave up. Thi was the fir t tin1.e I hadn't found it.
As I drove home, I felt a if I wa driving through my
own childhood. Light burned too brightly at the corner Wawa

Laura Phillips
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where I still buy cigarettes every morning. Carla, my fourthgrade fri nd turned drop-out, wept a Snickers wrapper and
some cigarette butt off the sidewalk of the store as I drove by.
The Superfresh and Acme stood like wrestlers on either ide of
the street, facing each other down with sale sign for cheap fruit.
There were some punk fourteen-year-olds riding around on
midget bike . The kids that live across the street from me had
ventured out onto the steanling blacktop to play with their new
sidewalk chalk. Driving over their emerald house , chartreuse
people and watermelon-colored dinosaurs, I caught my first
glimpse of my house. My brother Jared had left a bike on our
walkway. A hort distance away was his green bike helmet.
Every light in our house was turned off, making it difficult to find
my way in. Clumsily fumbling through a ring of keys, I finally
turned the knob and lit the house with an emergency flashlight
my father gave me.
The dining island in the kitchen was now covered in
Good Housekeeping magazines, more potato chip bag, crumbs,
and a copy of Meet Me in Montana. The countertops held stacks
of dirty plates and two or three bottles of pills that had been
prescribed to my mother. One of the bottles was her leeping
pills, so I felt safe in the belief that she must be asleep.
The clock now read 1 :23 a.m. Judging from the dirty
dishes, it looked as if tonight's dinner was that yucky Beef-aroni casserole that my mother insists on making and Jared insists
on complaining about. I could just imagine his voice now.
"Mother, I'n1. not eating that tonight," he'd say calmly. Mother
would blow her top, telling him the same sob story about starving
children in China that her mother had told her. Jared would tell
her to get him an envelope and he would mail it to them for her.
She'd scream a little more, causing Jared to give up eventually and
do his best Hannibal imper onation, using the casserole as the
brain in the famous dinner scene.
As I thought, there wa an abundance ofBeef-a-roni
casserole sitting ominously on a shelf collecting a layer of grea y
Laura Phillips
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scum on it surface. Next to it wa a little pIa tic trawberry
ba ket full of more pre cription drug and everal bottle of nail
poli h. Replacing her bottle of OPI ''I'm Really Not a Waitress"
nail polish, I perused the other helve. Half a can of Campbell's
chicken noodle oup was festering in a pIa tic tub on the third
shelf. Cottage cheese and creamed corn were ide by ide
immediately above that. Finally I found a container of tuffing
that Mother made from a box and zapped it in the microwave.
1 minute 40 econds. 1 minute 39 econd. 1 minute 38
econds. 1 minute 37 econds. The microwave counted down
the minute like a time bomb. I re-examined the countertop
pre cription bottle , before intercepting the stuffing before the
beep ounded. If my mom_knew I wa awake and eating there
would be the" peeches" (yelling e ion) on inconsiderate
behavior and my gluttonous habit. Not particularly keen on
hearing either speech, I natched the container from_the
microwave, burning my finger on semi-melting plastic.
I et my meal on the table and began to cour the
refrigerator for more of her bottle. Adding my discoveries to the
other three bottles, I lined up the little bottles on the lace
tablecloth of our dining room table next to my food. Between
wallow and gulps, I read each label carefully before setting the
bottle back in line with the other like a little toy soldier. he
eemed to have a pill for everything. I tossed the e pill in a paper
bag, rin ed off my plate, de troying the evidence of my secret
meal, and plodded down the hallway on my way to the
bathroom.
On my way in, I tripped on the cale that my mother
weighs her elf on everyday. Once he made me stand on it and
wa appalled at how much I weighed. "Thi is why you're a
miserable per on, Paula," she his ed. "You weigh more than your
brother and me combined." The word echoed in my head a I
lowered my elf onto the toilet. All of the e year she had hurt me:
with her words, with her action , with her "helpful little gift ."
Finally I had found the chink in the armor, the ecret to my
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mother's power, attractivene s, and confidence. It was finally my
turn.
Quietly, I opened the door to my mother's bedroom. The
light to her connected bathroom was on and there was the sound
of falling water and the scent of peach shower gel. Relieved, I
quickly cooped the pills off the makeup table and into the paper
bag. Slipping on a pair of clogs, I went for the door of my own
bedroom. N ext to the treadmill were my bags from college. I
grabbed all the bag and hurried to the car. All of the bags were
thrown into the trunk, which smelled like a mixture of sand and
spilled oil after a full day parked in the heat.
The drive to the point was a quiet one. The children had
all gone home. Carla stood with her head in her hands at the
counter of the Wawa. Speeding down the main road, I was soon
at my destination. The thousand little twinkles had started to die
in the black mire of the September night. I reached into the
trunk and grabbed the paper bag of pills, now peckled with
grease marks. Looking out on Lime Grove, I found my house
immediately. The lights there blazed in contrast to the darkness
around it. One by one I unscrewed the caps and examined the
contents of the bottles. Then I filled my hands with them and
threw them like confetti onto the town below. The last pills
done, I walked back to my car.
Turning around and going back home that night was one
of the harde t things I have ever done. I wanted more than
anything to run away: to my father's house, to the woods, to
school. Instead I repeated the journey home for the third time
that day. Pulling up to the house, there was only one light on.
Walking lightly up the stairs to my room, I noticed my door was
slightly open. The treadmill was set to a running mode. Frantic,
wearing a black and purple spandex leotard was my mother,
oblivious to me, seemingly running for her life. Her bleached
hair was dripping down her back, soaking her leotard. Without a
word or indication that I had seen a thing, I turned away, and
drove back to school.
Laura Phillips
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Coasting West
Maura

trauman

rolling wave ,
a paradox in blue
momentarily flying - then inverted undertow
The ocean floor greet me.
weet blood dispersed in alt
a transient ting ub equently di olved
My nerve dance under my kin
and laugh with me at the surface.
golden amber frames my perfect silhouette
while the neighboring star extinguishes into night
I watch for moonlight,
and anticipate repetition.
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Pride is a Lawn Mower
Flynn Corson
I
ilver moke blow gently over the fence. It occupies
different part of the yard at different moment, hifting lightly
with the breeze, a if the weatherman wa whim ically placing
and replacing hi miling cloud only within my property. moke
e cape the yard through the hole in the ky created by the
rooftop and tree line. The copper roof, the peak and the
chinmey ; the hou e i a diamond mounted in a band of oak,
maple, and evergreen. I could ee fire through cracks in the fence
glowing in the back of my neighbor' yard next to his woodpile
where the hed u d to be. I love the mell of burning leave. Hi
tractor that now live in the garage wa in the front of hi house
near the treet. I could hear it faintly from. where I was tanding,
and it eelned that the world wa on a schedule. Trimming.
Grooming. Combing.
A couple of bike lnu t be cleared from the garage before
I can reach the mon ter. tiffening my arm , forcing all my
weight on the handlebar , I pivot on the back two wheel and
wrestle it, rubber queaking, into the driveway. Three thirty-inch
blade are encased overlapping each other in teel.Varying ized
wheels bound tight with belt pin above them when the blade
are engaged. The animal i green. Why are alllawnmower green?
Is it the arne rea on all WaWa' are haped the arne, in ide and
out? I it the same reason all McDonald are painted red and
yellow? Doe the color green n1.ake people want to cut the gra ?
It make me think of money.
From head to toe the animal weigh clo e to 300 pound.
The front end i like a plow. A cold flat face of cuffed metal four
feet wide and a foot tall. Two thickly treaded pivoting wheel are
it bookends. They are like the wheel on the front of hopping
carts times 50. They are dependable though, not the kind that
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pull you into the helve ending grocerie rolling into the ai Ie.
The back wheel are the rear leg of dino aur , but n1.ore graceful.
De pite their elegance, few ob tacle are safe.
Between them it an eight-hor e power Brigg and
tratten engine, dwarfing the mere four-hor e power engine that
drive your typical lawn mower. Thi motor i not the kind you
grace your go-cart with. It growl, and spit burning ga and
exhaust when it' fir t tarted. It hakes angrily, as if it were eizing.
You need to calm it down by sliding the choke down from the
icon of the running rabbit to the crawling tortoise .
Above and behind the heart and Inouth of the mower is
it control panel. It i at the arne level a your tor o. Like the
lawn mower' da hboard it di play all the control . The lever that
lower and engage the blades i neare t to my right hand. In
aligrrment with it is another shorter lever. Thi controls the
ground speed and deternune whether you are dragged jogging,
running, or sprinting behind the rna ive n1.achine.
The handgrip are yellow. Their texture and tick long
worn off. They now look like n1.y dad' hand; the way my hands
are tarting to look. I hope my hands look like my dad's hands.
His finger are beefy and powerful. They are hardened with
calluses like omeone left them out through winter. Hi wedding
ring is embedded in his finger. Hi fle h eems to have grown
around the gold band, a the ring has become part of his hand. I
remember when I was young I u ed to pry it off his hand in
church. His ring seemed like it could fit around my waist.
You don't ride this machine; you keep up with. They
make a wheeled platform that can be attached to the back but, as
I've been told before, "we don't need bull hit like that." It is
teered with the break on each handle bar, slowing one tire to
move the other ide fa ter as it devour a path through the lawn.
I was thirteen the first time I harne ed the bea t. Engine ,
ga oline, blade , noi e, all at my dispo al. It was like being
knighted. My mom, petrified, watched a I took my fir t tep
behind the lawn mower-one third it weight-and I walked
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owe
aw y my fath r tood rm cr ed and grinning with hi back
t
ur garag . I f( It lik asy Ride~ clinging to the tall handlebar
nungly v rh ad, and oaring own th driveway. I could
hardly
v r th top a I mov d- three tep to my dad'
one-frantically in control.
My n ighb r alway wear plaid flannel hirt and a pair of
j an n unday. That' hi uit, and hi yard i hi office. The path
that f( 11 w hi rider mower i track 1 ft by children playing tag.
Min i a tamp de of raging elephant cm hing tree and village
a th y carv through th jungle. I can no longer hear him gliding
through hi front lawn; the roar of my engine drown hi engine
out. But v n th ugh hi mower i Ie ma culine, he like cutting
th gra a much a I do.
II
You have to b cautiou, etting your line around the
circumb r nce of the yard. The fir t two lap are the mo t
important. Th y et the pattern for the line that follow,
ultilnately determining the quality of your re ult. Hug the
driveway; make a nice clean path between and carefully around
lam.ppo t . If you hit one too directly the bulb will pop, or the
gla lamp will break. M ake ure you cut right to the ba e of the
f( nc ,and under it when th mower will fit. Lower your head and
till through the ofter lower limb of the tree that frame the land.
" N eedle don't cratch that bad. They tick ya' though. Clo e
your eye 0 you don't get poked."
" 10 e my eye and drive the bea t!?"
Once the econd lap i complete you're piraling ea ily to
the cent r of a t pattern. Making your way fronl one ide of the
hourgla to the other, overlapping tire track again and again.
Beneath the weeping willow tree where the driveway
meet the street, the blade are thin and oft, hair blanketing the
earth.Ther u ed to be a duck pond there, but I wouldn't top
walking into it when I wa a baby. Hara ing the geese and duck
wa too tempting, and my grandmother couldn't keep up. I
relnember the pond, not the pur uit. I think the oil there is
Flynn Corson
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healthier; the tree thanks it by tickling the ground with it
willow.
My black lab i nine. Thi is hi favorite part of the lawn.
The gras under the weeping willow tree i cold in the shade;
O 'Neal take advantage by rolling around in his preferred pot,
groaning and stretching. He lies in the path of the mower,
watching the road and the horse in the field on the other ide,
until I have to pull the break and latch them to top. "C'mon
O'!" I put two fingers in my mouth and whi de, irritated. But
watching his old back legs struggle to pull him elf up alway
make me stroke him, and tell him he's good. O'Neal follows me
up the tair even though he has trouble.
You have to mow around the crease that mark where the
woods tart; otherwi e the tractor gets stuck. Even the mon ter
gets stuck. From here you can see the clearing in the canopy of
the forest where the tree hou e used to tand. I built that tree
house with Pop-pop when I was 10, the pring after the
Christma when he gave me my fir t tool belt. He taught me
how to pound nail and u e power tools-to the dismay of his
daughter. My mom had to tie the belt on becau e it couldn't be
made small enough to buckle.
The tree house wa 15 feet off the ground. Two tree plit
near the trunk, and four pillars shot skyward creating a base for
the citadel. It frame wa built of two-by-four and plywood.
Four hinged windows locked with a hook when swung shut.You
could tand up inside it. It wa carpeted and furni hed with
beanbag chair . Mike, Kevin and I painted it twice a year. White
in the late fall in preparation for winter, camouflage in celebration
for the advent of spring. We wa ted 0 much paint on each other.
We never had enough to paint its underside. Covering the four
side was enough to conceal the fort inconspicuously from our
enemies. I hated finding my sister's Barbie in the tree hou e. We
would di member them when she didn't heed the warning ign:
"Keep Out!"We would inge the hair, and nail them to the trees
in the woods. Boys have different techniques for the de ecration
Flynn Corson
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My fri nd and I connected a zip line from the neck of a
maple tree nearby, to the trunk of a pine do er to the ground,
about 50 feet away. f the three boy I was the younge t. I 10 t
th gam of rock-pap r-scissors that determined the guinea pig
that te ted the zip line. I alway 10 t at rock-paper- cissor . We
u ed to jump off the roof for fun; we never eemed to get hurt
wh n I wa a kid.
ne of the four trunk died, and our castle dangled
dangerou ly 15 feet off the ground. Pulling the tree house down
wa lik tearing my adolescence from the kyo
My dad and I built a bridge over the creek that runs
through the wood .When I wa younger, cutting the gras was
my duty. tanding guard from the bridge I would spy through
the tree 0 a to not get caught" moking pot in the woods."
Lawn mower running, stopped discreetly behind the berm at the
entrance of the fore t, only arm's length away in ca e I needed to
act fa t.
Once you round the corner in the back of the yard the
pillaging gras fiend is faced with the trampoline. Bought for my
little ister, it was meant to further encourage her five-year love
affair with gynmastics. he was 11; I was 18. It was used mainly
from the side of the pool a a higher, more exciting diving board.
Even a an "adult" I had to wait for my mom to leave before we
could drag it to the pool without being caught.
My brother and I till lie on the trampoline at night,
blurred vi ion fixed on the stars. Wine-in-a-box and the
backyard bring out the sentimental side as we cry like children
lost in the mall. There are small holes burnt in its surface, and the
springs are rusty. It creek when you jump on it, like an old door.
III
When the mon ter i back in its cave your arms tingle,
and your blood feels carbonated.Your hands smell like gas. I love
how my hand mell when the grass is cut; I can't keep them
away from my face. The cent i familiar; it's my mom' perfume
Flynn Corson
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and my dad' after have. There i not a blade uncut. If a patch of
gra i lucky enough to have e caped the wrath of my lawn
mower I might incite a fit. The driveway is clear. Walking back up
the driveway, the spinning blades atop the cement are enough to
blow the clipping into the yard. They are 10 t. I have thrown alt
at the ocean.
The mell of the burning leave i faint now.You can
hardly detect it through the fie h odor of the newly cut lawn. I
tand grinning, arms cro ed, almo t conceited. Pride is a lawn
mower. The gra i happy; I'm happy. How could I not be?
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Futile
Whitney Daniels
the head yank to the right. ..

Th tench of melting wax & smoldering grea e
inges the air.
The familiar cent perfum.e
With retention
The gli tening teeth comb
Through tre e of naps a
heering sheep' wool.
(a futile attempt to comb away heritage)
The heat ceremoniously
Licks the grease from each lender lit.
The corching iron - a crucible
To straighten kink .
Hair relaxed against scalp,
Gra s ... flood laden.
(a futile attempt to relax the norm)
On a cockeyed image
Ears bristle, frightened
Of - earring.
The comb swoops down to devour
A birthright.
(a futile attempt to forget the roots)
traight ...
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Shriveled Dream
Rosabelle Diaz
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Oxytnoron
L eah Miller

We were the genuine imitation
Almo t made sen e
But never worked
Oxymoron
Or same difference
I looked at you through pIa tic glasse
You tried to act naturally
I told you that Microsoft works
You surveyed me with military intelligence
It eemed to make en e at fir t
But when you think for a moment
o don't think ...
But one night we were found missing
We're jumbo shrimp
Politically correct
Almo t exactly
Truelove
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Fleeting Reflection
Melanie

criptunas

I ee my face in her
Tarnished frame.
Our eye , two blue dam ,
Are pool of entiment.
Nostril inflate like fre h pulses
Parting thin skin. I watch the River
Rush over our face in blue delta ,
Veins splitting at the temple under
Artificial light, an endle
Circular tream. I am
tamped with the signature of the un,
Branded with ancient con tel1ations.
At the far corners of my eyes,
There are places for crow' feet.
I ee my mother, taking flight.
I turn the mirror toward the wall.
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Gloss
Genevieve Rom eo

Her name wa Cara and people followed her.
In the cafeteria, guy made her napkin origami and girls sat
in her lap. he never got up to get her own coffee. I had a drawing
cla with her la t semester. Noone ever di agreed with a word she
said. Not even the profe sor. Every single thing she drew including her random. doodle - wa delicate, intricate, and flawless.
he wore long, flowing skirts that floated her above ground.
ometimes she put little butterfly clips in her oft brown hair that
fluttered when she laughed. One time I watched the librarian tare
at her as she searched through the periodicals. She looked up and
miled at him. I thought he was going to wet himself.
What killed me wa that he didn't even try.
ometime I took comfort in the fact that my boyfriend
Todd wa light year more attractive than hers. Then I listened to
him talk about Nascar racing or how I should take up Foxy Boxing
and forgot about that. But no matter how much I wondered about
why I was with a guy like Todd, I wa more curious about what
Cara wa doing with Peter McLaren. She could obviously have her
pick out of all the guys, mo t of the girls, quite a few professors, and
several of the statues on campus. And she picked Peter McLaren,
who was nearly half a foot hotter than her and had three pimple
permanently pasted across his forehead like ome pu -filled
constellation. He never sat with her at meals and walked around
with hi left hand eternally jammed into the back of his pants.
The fact that she had a loser boyfriend only seemed to
make people lust after her even more. Not like he really needed
any more help with that.
I sat on a bench and watched them part in front of the
library. I couldn't hear a word they said, but he talked away
looking like he was off to drown a puppy - using one hand, of
course - and she tood there looking after him and shaking her
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head. he turned around and saw me watching them. I promptly
buried my no e back into my philo ophy note . The next thing I
knew, she wa itting next to me on the bench.
"Men," she aid, scrunching up her no e. It was small and
came to a roundi h tip.
"Excuse me?"
"Men. Why do we bother,Alex? Why do we bother?"
I stared at her without answering. She remembered my
name?
"I'm sorry. I guess I thought you remembered me. I'm
Cara."
Well of course I knew Cara. People who didn't know Cara
knew Cara.
"No, I know you. I mean, I remember. We had that class
la t emester."
"Yes. I ab olutely loved the drawing you did of all the
fireflies. Such wonderful use of hadows."
"I ... uh ... I ... thank you. Yours were great too," I trailed off.
"So how is Todd?"
"Todd?" Now how did she even know Todd? "Fine, I
guess. I don't knOw. I'm not really ... I don't really ... you know.
He's not ..." I stammered.
"I understand." She set her oft brown eye on mine.
"It's like ... he's just ... there. Do you know what I mean?"
"Like a piece of rock sitting in your shoe." She rubbed at
her lower lip with her index finger. "Irritating your feet, waiting for
you to dump it out. But you keep it in there because you have to
stop walking if you want to remove your shoe."
"Yes. Exactly. Exactly." How did he do that? Just sum
up everything I'd been thinking into one perfect image? She didn't
even know me. A mild breeze lifted her wavy hair and filled the
afternoon with her light, flowery cent. Or maybe it was just all
the trees blooming. Or the cafeteria might have been making
cupcakes.
"They're all the same, sweetie. Did Todd ask you to the
Genevieve Romeo
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No. He' not going becau e he has a job interview in
Bo ton that day."
"Go anyway. You don't need him."
"I don't think 0."
"Bah."
"What about Peter?"
She crunched her nose again and repeated: "Men."
"What a jerk."
"He is ju t not ready for a real relationship."
"So are you going without him?"
"Ab olutely, my dear. I will paint the town a thou and
colors and dance all the dances and look stunning and make people
take picture of me. It will be wonderful. You hould con1.e."
"I don't think so."
he pouted at me. She had the oftest, pinke t lips I'd ever
seen.
"Cara!" One of her friends walked over to our bench. he
was wearing a light blue tank top that said" PO ILED ROTTEN"
and white horts three sizes too mall. "How are you doing, hot
stuff?" he gave Cara a ki on the cheek.
"Trisha, weetie! How are you?" Cara tookTrisha's hands
in her.
"All good. Are you coming to the bar tonight?"
"I'll be there. But I don't know how much money I
have ..."
"No worries. I got you. Do the e shorts make my thigh
look too big? I'm trying to get some ass tonight." She turned her
back to us and put her hands on her hip .
It} not the shorts, I thought.
"N ot at all. You look wonderful," Cara said. "I would do
you."
"Thanks, babe! I've got to go write that goddanm paper.
even?"
" ure thing."
Genevieve Romeo
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Tri ha ki ed her oth r cheek and climbed the tep to the
library. I tared after h r, watching her thigh jiggle and grinning to
my elf for orne rea on.
"What were we talking about?" ara a ked.
Take that,Tri ha. he may it on your lap in the cafeteria,
but I'm. talking to her now. You may be a part of the little bar cult
that wor hip her, but he' haring a bench with me now. And I
don't have to hang on to her every word a if it were filled with
helium. he didn't even think I knew her name.
"Men."
There w nt the nose crunch again.
"It' like," I began, "they're fun for a while but then I figure
them out and ... then what? The only intere ting one are the
a hole, and they've u ually got their tongue jammed in random
Abercrombie whore ."
"Tell me about it." he re ted her mooth cheek in her
cupped hand. "I wish I were a Ie bian."
"Me too," I an wered quickly. Wait ... what did I just say?
My brain and Illy mouth were obviously having a little
communication problem.
"But women - they ju t don't do it for me. I need a man.
They are so fantastic. So difficult, but 0 fanta tic. I need what a
man has." he turned and looked at me. "You know?"
"Ab olutely." I do? No, I don't. Actually, mouth, brain
would like to remind you that Alex is the la t virgin on thi
campus. Ju t a k the dearly fru trated Todd.
"Deliciou ," he sucked on the tip of her pinky, "but
deadly." She grinned around her finger. "Do you want to come
with us to the bar tonight?"
''I'm only 19."
"I could get you in. I know them all down there."
"I've.... uhrn ... got a lot to study here," I ge tured towards
my note . "Beside, I don't know anybody el e. I mean, hone tly, I
don't even really know you."
"This i true. I'll be graduating in two weeks. I hould
Genevieve Romeo
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have talked to you sooner."
We li tened to the church bell acro the treet chime five
time. he picked up a leaf that had fallen to the ground and began
to carve into it with her mall white fingernails. I at ilently and
watched the leaf gradually become covered with mall rose and
snowflake . When she was finished, she handed it to nle. "Hang it
up ide down if you want it to keep."
"Thank . I do. I will. It' beautiful. Thanks. '
"I u ed to make them for Peter, but he ju t leaves them in
hi pocket. They crumble into dust." She looked down at her
fingers. I looked with her. The moist residue of shredded leaves
glowed green fronl beneath her nails.
" 0 what are you wearing to the formal?"
he looked up. "My black dres. The black dre s. My only
dre . I wear it to everything. Frankly, I am sick of it."
"I would let you borrow one of mine, but you're probably
about four sizes smaller than me. But I have orne jewelry and
tuff."
"Do you have any make-up?" he a ked.
"yeeah . Tcon."
"Would you lend me orne?"
" ure! Sure, yeah I'd love to!" Hey, mouth, way to sound

eager for no reason.
"Come to my room tomorrow at ix. I live across the
street, room 103."
"Sure. Ok. I'll be there." Did you hear that, Trisha?
"Wonderful,Alex my dear. I have to go do some research
now." She tood and moothed her gauzy brown skirt around her
small hip . "I shall ee you there. It was good to finally nleet you."
I said good-bye and watched her walk away. Her skirt
billowed around her feet and the butterflie in her hair danced lazily.
I waited until the library wallowed her, then walked home.
The next night at five fifty- even I tood outside her room
toting a bag filled with colored powders and creams. My fist
hovered a few inches in front of the door. Why couldn't I knock?
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Come on, hands. Come on, let's go. Knocking isn't too hard. I
took a deep breath without even knowing why and tapped lightly
at the door. What would he think when saw how much make-up
I actually owned? I mean, she never wore any make-up at all
becau e she obviously didn't need to and here I was with a plastic
hopping bag filled with seven thousand different kinds of
eyeshadow and lipsticks and ...
"Hello, Alex, sweetie."
"Hi, Cara. Wow. You look ... really beautiful."
She wa wearing her black dre s. It clung softly to every
curve of her slender frame. There was a small slit on the right side.
Her legs were bare. I wiped my palms on the back of my jeans.
"Thank you. And thank you for coming."
"Wow. Your room is ... it's really beautiful."
Fans of dried flowers hung upside down on each wall.
Long watches of airy material billowed in the night breezes from
the open window. There was a silver plate full of seashells on her
dresser. A soft musky incense burned slowly in the corner. What a
contrast to my own little cubicle, piled with papers and covered in
Christmas lights.
"Really beautiful," I said in a near whisper.
"Thank you." She smiled, opened a drawer, and pulled out
a small drawstring bag. "This is all the make-up I have." She
dumped the contents of the bag onto the dresser. There was a
small pot of lip-gloss and a tube of rna cara.
"Uhrn ... I brought ... some of mine." I numbly offered her
the bag.
"Wonderful. You will put it on, won't you?" She looked up
at me. Even with heels on, she wa till two inches shorter than
me.
"Of course. Sure." I opened the bag and began sorting
through it.
"Could you give me cheekbones? I think I need
cheekbones."
"You have cheekbones."
Genevieve Romeo
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"Not like your ," she aid ahno t wi tfully. "Are they your
favorite part of your body?"
"Uhm ... I ... guess I never ... really thought about it." I
topped rummaging.
"Every woman hould have a favorite part of her body. I
think my favorite part of my body i my brea ts."
Good God, yes. Wait. I didn't think that. I turned back to
the make-up bag and picked out several shade of blush.
"So what is yours?" Cara asked, rearranging her seashells.
"I ... I don't know. Maybe my teeth."
"I think you have the mo t beautiful a ."
I blinked at her and felt a flu h ri e acro my neck.
"Thank ."
"I wi h I had an ass like yours. Mine is too flat, I think."
"I think we'll try something in pink. Is that sounding
good?"
"Alright."
I found a bru h and began to weep light color onto her
cheeks. Her skin wa pale and mooth.
"Where did you learn to put on make-up?" she asked.
"Here and there. Watching those make-over special on
talk how."
"I have never worn anything but what wa in that little
bag. This i exciting for me."
"I just hope I don't lness you up too bad." I do ed the
blush and surveyed my collection of eye hadow. "I think ilver
hould look great with your dre and complexion." A black bra
trap was sliding down her shoulder.
"You are in charge, weetie."
I held up different shade of grey and ilver again t her face,
trying to gage what would work be t. A stray lock of reddish hair
fell from my ponytail. he twirled it around her finger gently.
"You have uch gorgeous hair. I wish I could get mine as straight a
yours. It's so exy that way."
My face was too warm. She inched the trap back up
Genevieve Romeo
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b n ath her 1 eve.
"Did Peter ever call you? ' I a ked, voice uneven.
"No. That ba tard."
" 10 your ye ," I told her, and began to du t her lids
with ilver hadow. Our face were inch apart. I fini hed applying
it and turned back to the bag. "You can open them. Now for the
lip ."
"Actually, I think I'd ju t like to wear my gIo . I really like
the way it look and ta te . It' on the dre er.'
I opened the container of trawberry gIo . It was almo t
empty. Balm clung to the ide and bottom of the mall pot. I
handed it to her.
"No, you put it on me." he clo ed her eye and tilted her
head up towards me. Her lip were curled into a smile a he
offered them to me. They were as oft and pink a the fir t time I
had noticed them ye terday. I ran Iny index finger around the
in ide of the tiny jar, gathering the shimmering gIo s on my
fingertip. I wondered if he could hear my heart beating or feel my
jagged breath on her smooth white neck. lowly, gently, I rubbed
my finger over her lip . The me11 of trawberrie filled the room.
Her lip hone a he pur ed them together to coat them evenly.
Her eye were till clo ed. Her head wa till tilted up at me.
Kiss he~ Alex. Do it. Are you crazy? You know you want
to. No, I don't. Then what is she doing to you? I'm not a Ie bian.
Who says you have to be? Kiss her. he'd freak out. No, she
wouldn't.

he wants you, too. Kiss her.

I put the lid back on the jar and put it on the dre er. Her
eye were till clo ed. My mouth filled with cotton. lowly, I
reached my haking, trawberry- cented finger up to her cheek.
My heart danced acro s my che t. I clo ed my eye and leaned my
face closer.
The phone rang. I jumped backwards a if I'd touched an
electric fence . She opened her eye , miled at me, and an wered it.
"H e11 o.?"
I dug the heels of my hands into my eye .
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"No. Not yet ... No ... Oh really? I that what you want?
... I uppose ... I suppo e ... Alright .. ." he twirled the cord
around her willow finger . " ee you." he hung up the phone and
turned to Ine. "That was Peter. He' corning to his enses, I think.
He'll be by in a few moments." Cara turned and looked at her elf
in the mirror. "Oh,Alex, you have made m.e so beautiful! Thank
you, my new friend!" he ran to me and hugged me. I barely felt
her body inside my arm.s.
"You're welcom ."
"It' too bad you're not corning tonight. Tell Todd he is an
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"I will."
"And thank you again."

he handed me my make-up

bag.
"No problem." I gave her a watery smile and gathered the
re t of my make-up. My hands were haking. "Have a great time
tonight. Don't do anything I wouldn't do."
And what}s that} exactly?
''I'll be good,Alex sweetie. Take care."
"Sure thing."
I clutched my bag and walked out of her room, down the
hall, and out the door. The air outside wa damp and coolon my
face. I went to the corner and tood there with quivering calve
and beads of weat standing cold on my temple . I slowly brought
a strawberry-flavored finger to my lips and sucked on it until the
carillon ang seven time. When I pulled it from my Inouth, it wa
oft and wrinkled, and tasted like nothing.
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Pink Geraniums
Jennifer Walton
Preciou pink petals,
Slender femininity emerging from within
Mothering mud.
Your skin, glowing like that of a sour apple
Exposed by unJight, sliding through your
Mysterious Patterns.
Intricate in every detail like the
Masterpieces of MozartDenied by naked eyes.
Lush fuchsia stained evening gowns adorn
Your body like umbrellas in summer sand.
Protecting the mouth from which you drink.
While harboring your Pollen Palace
like the father of a virgin
And as your silk-weaving guests begin to live in your universe ... you
Die
Weeping for rain.
Emerald leaves, like tears,
Slip from your sky bound towers ...
To safety and
Reincarnation.
Petal by petal, you prepare for slumber, undressing until
You are naked.
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Moving
Alison

haffer

Behind the white, aluminum fence
the children are gone, the dog i quiet,
and in the rain, on the driveway blacktop,
the till-dancing chalk people
are leaving, too.

Alison Shaffer
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Celebration
tephanie Perkins

Stephanie Perkins
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2% Low Fat
Phil Malachowski
Having made the one-hour-and-twenty-minute drive
hon1.e in fifty-three minute, I tore into the elnpty driveway at
7:21 p.m.
"Goddammit, Mon1.!" I darted out of the car, tripped
over a dog toy on my way to the front entrance, managed to
regain balance, and cra hed through the door. The cat freaked a I
burst in and trode acro s the kitchen to the refrigerator door
with the hope of di covering a note, informing me that my
Inother "Just ran out to pick up omething-or-other at the
grocery tore," or that he" lipped away to walk the dog , be
back oon," with a ketch of a bumble-bee ubstituted for "be."
Finding no note, I leaned against the refrigerator and pressed n1.y
thumb and pointer finger into my eyeballs. In a nunute, I
grabbed the 2% low fat from the fridge, popped off the cap, and
took a deep wig, a bit dribbling onto my Fruit-of-the-Loom
T- hirt. I returned the container to the fridge, wiped my mouth
(that i ,most of n1.y lower face from, and including, the nose
down), and Ina de a decent job of rubbing the nUlk into the fabric.
Slouching down into the Lazy-Boy, I waited for my mother.
Gatsby appeared from behind the television and leapt into my
lap, roiling the place where I had pilled the two-percent.
"Hey, old buddy," I aid, cooping him up and cratching
his furry belly. "What the hell? She calls, says I have to come
home straight away, I miss an exam, plu hort-staff the diner, and
get home-having no idea what the hell's going on ince, of
course, she failed to tell me in her me age-and he' not fucking
here." Gatsby responded with a querulous meow as his eyelids
slowly closed.
Three hours and twenty- ix minute pa ed.
By now Gat by had exchanged me for a cozy spot in the
bathroom, as I was occupied with pacing the living room,
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topping every minute or 0 to peer out the window at the
driv way, the road, the traffic light at the end of the road ...
Thi wa not a fir t for my mother. The fir t occurred
ight year ago in 1992, four day prior to my twelfth birthday.
M y mother wa late driving home from work to take me to a
church youth-group meeting. I waited four hours, only to
r ceive new that he pa ed out at the wheel after over-do ing
on heart medication that her pharmaci t pre cribed incorrectly,
and hit a tree going orne forty mile -per- hour. All the e year
later, my mother was till taking medication to ea e the pain in
both of her leg, her right one in particular, which he literally
held on to by a thread
I kept up my watch till 11: 17, when an ambulance wailed
by the hou e, hurling emergency light into my eye. A soon as
the siren and lights vani hed I curled up into the Lazy-Boy and
hut my eyes . I had ju t begun the low descent into leep when
I heard the car pull into the driveway, and before I managed to do
more than it up traight and a ume an air of vigilance, my
mother wa to ing her pur e and key onto the counter and
ca ually greeting m e.
"What the hell's going on, Mom?"
"Oh," e caped my mother, a if she just remembered her
me age .
"Mom, your me age! Je u ! Where were you?"
"I just went out for a while" she replied, arms folded and
eyes glazed, taring into pace. "Guess I just needed to take a
breather from the 2% low fat ." With that aid, my mother limped
into the bathroom and closed the door behind her. In a few
minute he came out, Gat by on her heel , and di appeared into
the hallway. A drawer creeched open and clo ed. My mother
returned, to ing a fre h T- hirt on my lap and mumbling orne
Biblical proverb about "forsaking not the hardened heart" a he
plopped her elf into the ofa adjacent to my Lazy-Boy.
Expecting her to expand upon the topic, I watched her, picking
at the skin around her fingernails and taring at Gat by, ituated
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on the carpet and taring back at my mother. Ten minute passed
ilently. My mother picking her skin. Gatsby cleaning hlluself.
Each staring at the other. I watched this for ten nunutes, waiting
for my mother to expand, but she simply kept on picking.
"Mom."
Eye still glued to Gatsby, my mother brushed the
crumb of kin from her weater and jeans, and resumed picking.
"Mom." I tossed the T-shirt at my mother. "Hey.
Mom." Her eyes narrowed on me as if peering through a
downpour at a highway sign far away. I averted my gaze to my
mother's right leg, propped on a mall pile of Christian Light
magazine on the coffee table. "How do you feel?"
"What do you believe,Adrian?"
"I believe that your ankle looks a bit swollen ... but you
seem to walking better."
My mother kept eyes trained on me.
"Oh, I see." I touched my forehead. "I believe that I
passed the last four hour trying to figure out why you would call
with an urgent message to come home, and then decide to leave
so as to not be here when I arrived. What else? Oh. I believe
that I spent the last four hours fighting away images of Accident
Number Two. I also believe that - "
"We don't speak anymore, Adrian."
My shoulders slumped. "Why now, Mom? Why like
this?"
"Well, we don't. The last time was years ago." The
scrutiny in her gaze vanished; my mother now picked her skin as
she spoke. "You blew up. Smashed an apple against the wall.
Ran out and mashed a few car windows in your rampage. Hid
away somewhere. I waited all night for you. Came back at four
in the morning reeking of pot. You got pis ed at God,Adrian.
And you shut Him out, along with me."
"What did you expect for a kid with demon ?" I
muttered.
My mother glanced up at me. I crossed my arms.
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hri t, M om. Alway go for th
oddamned jugular, don't
y u? I wa twelv year old. You were three month out of the
h pital. Alcoholic ave wa in hi prime. Nana was six month
d ad. I wa going through puberty. My head wa fucked up.
That im.pl . What do you want me to ay?"
My mother bru hed a new batch of crumb from her lap,
and aid nothing.
"And, be ide ," I aid, "you blew up, too. It' ju t not a
topic that we can talk about. It' that imple. The word - "
"Name,' my mother interjected.
"Th verbal utterance 'God' come up, and that' the end
of all n ibl communication," I aid, lapping my thigh .
My mother at picking her finger. " I know,Adrian. I
know. But I want to talk about it. I want to try - "
"Take thi conver ation for in tance - "
" hut up Adrian. I don't know you anymore. You don't
know me." My mother looked at me, arm folded, eye traight
ahead." orne on. Why won't you let me in?"
"Look, Mom. I'm not aying that I don't want to let you
in. All I' nl aying i that we can't talk religion. Neither of u can
talk about it with a plinter of objectivity. Thing get too
per onal, too heated. But,' I aid, oftening my voice, "that
doe n't mean that we can't talk about other thing if you want
to- "
"What el e i there,Adrian? 'How' the new nur ingjob?'
'Fine, how're the Engli h tudie?' 'Fine, well, hey, I hould get
going, talk to you oon.' 'All right, talk later, bye.' Really,
Adrian ... what do the e things matter without God? What good
i a car if you don't have ga -"
"Thi i xactly what I'm talking about," I pouted.
"Objectivity. That imple."
"Stop aying that. 'Objectivity. That imple.' You ound
like a college student."
"Be careful, Mom. You're in danger of'for aking the
hardened heart' ."
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"Damn you, Adrian!" T- hirt trangled in fist, my mother
truggled from the sofa and stood before the Lazy-Boy. ''I'm.
trying to under tand here. What do you believe? How do you
get through your day? How can you not believe there's
omething out there, orne ... " Her lip trembled, struggling to
find the words. "Some ... higher power, some ... some greater,
caring force? How can you be uch a child? How can you
ignore God? Becau e let me tell you, if I ignored Him ... I would
never have made it tru far. I wouldn't have." My mother
dropped the shirt on my lap, went to the kitchen table, at down,
stood up, walked to the refrigerator, withdrew the carton of2%
low fat, closed the door, raised the carton to her lips, lowered it,
and held my gaze for a solid ten seconds.
"You have notrung to say, then?" My mother raised the
carton like a baseball and threw it again t the neare t wall. Milk
exploded everywhere, pla rung the flower-printed walls, the
reflecting window, the humming fridge, the linoleum floor, and
my mother. he used her sleeve to wipe her face, and then
returned to the table, where he at, her back turned to me.
I tood up, but could manage to do no more than watch
silently, not knowing what to do, what to say. Even when she
crumpled, folding onto the table, head burrowed in her arms,
houlders and back in convulsion -even then I could do no
more than tand and watch.
"Damn you, Adrian. I love you," my mother sobbed, "But
look at yourself... standing there, staring at me like . .. like Satan'
imp." A fit possessed her, and she broke off.
I could not budge. Trus was the kind of reaction I had to
inten e, emotional confrontations. I just turned off feeling. Mter
all, I needed my ways of getting through the days. As for these
ways, my rationale wa tru: ince I had no mop with wruch to
clean pilled milk, I would rely on pill-prevention method.
Unfortunately, they were only useful when they worked.
Thus I came to stand my distance, silently watcrung my
mother crumble, listening to her rupture, anticipating her
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collap e. There was 2% low fat everywhere, but not a danmed
mop in ight.
My mother lifted her head and turned to me. "You know,
Adrian," she cried, "I don't get you. I leave a message, maybe a
bit tense, true, but nothing to sound the alarms, nothing to raise
mortal apprehensions, and you fly home-which I can see you
did and which God know I appreciate-and you come flying
home to save the day, but now that you're here, and I'm having a
nervous-Goddamn-breakdown before your very eyes, you ju t
tand there like ... like a snowman. I really don't get you."
Another fit pos essed her, and he fell back on the table. After the
disintegration gained momentum., the collap e enhanced its
violence.
A I stood watching and listening to the ruinous outcries,
some tiny park inside of my heart flashed - briefly - and
died ... and then fla hed again more brightly, more brilliantly ....
My legs carried me from the Lazy-Boy to the table, into
a chair, and the chair found its way next to my mother, and my
arm found its way around her shoulders, and my lips found their
way around the words, "It will be all right, it will be all right."
My mother cried harder than ever, and then stopped and looked
into my face.
''I'm sorry,Adrian." The tears, primed, remained unfired.
"I'm orry,Adrian, I love you."
All that I could say was: "It will be all right, it will be all
right."
"Adrian?" The trigger-finger trembled, squeezing.
"Adrian. I love you."
"It will be all right. It will be all right, it will."
"Adrian? Talk to me. Don't do this." When hI..- saw that
I was gone, the finger jumped. The gun fired; the tears rolled.
My mother jumped out of her chair, knocking it
backwards, and fled, hobbling, out the back door to the patio. I
watched her. An hour later I was still watching her, the memory
clinging as if release would bid perm.anent adieu. But I was not
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ready to wish it away to God, or whatever greater force, whatever
higher, bearded power my mother had in mind. Perhaps I wanted
to. Perhap I wanted to be ready, to wish it all away. Perhaps I
even yearned for it. Perhaps ... but no. Instead, it remained there,
staining the walls and windows, the drapes and cupboards, the
fridge and table, my mother and me.
I sat for a long while, till Gatsby trotted over and began
licking up the two percent from the linoleum.
"Gatsby!" I snatched a Christian Light and flung it at
him. "Get away from there!"
I rose from the Lazy-Boy, and, for whatever Goddamned
reason, changed into the fresh T-shirt before going out to m.eet
my mother on the patio.
2%
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Bits ofTuesday
Kathryn Chapman
Fath r: I gotta call Frank.
Mother: Ycz kn01A1 she th.inks w cater to him.
Fath r:Who?
Moth r: Our daughter. on't you think that, dear?
Girl: I never aid that.
Mother: But you till think o.
irl: Well ... Don't you?
Mother: Have a banana dear, before they go bad.
I watched the woman walk down the treet. I aw how the man
at the door of th mall corner market watched her. He first noticed her
when he cro ed to his ide of the treet, arms full of the day' events. His
ey followed her as he, mimicking a runway modeL swished towards
him. I saw her glance his way. He saw it too. He traightened his back,
and ucked in his (( old man" belly. But he looked through him. Her
walk changed.Where there once had been a swish a nervous, hurried
tagger took over. They were now within touching distance as he passed
him. He kept the tall, thin appearance he had adopted; he kept his lust
filled gaze. he again glanced at him, "Fucking pig." He allowed his
tomach to return and retreated into his tore to traighten the canned
vegetable.
'Go up tair and find a book:'
"You come with me, I need your help;' he pulled at his grandmother'
hand.
"No, you can do it:'
"But I want your help;' he pulled at her arm.
"You did it alone last time. Go find a book."
"You come with me;' he pulled at her hirt.
"Fine. I'll walk you up, but I'm not taying;' she pulled away.
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There w a couple in Lord &Taylor on unday afternoon.The
woman ran her fingertip acro every fabric within her reach. The man
tared blankly ahead ofhim. he addr ed her husband as "darling"; he
called her 'sweetheart". he lovingly grabbed his arm and pointed when
he saw omething he liked. After feeling a et of oft, gold, ilk curtains,
the woman realized just how much they needed them. Tho e curtains
would look magnificent in the unroom.The man agreed that they were
"nice" curtains, but he was not nearly as taken with them as he. Her
husband told the woman that they did not need curtains. he contested,
that they did in fact need them, for the unroom.The man had grown
impatient. He turned to his wife and said in a tern, yet calm, tone' 'we
do not need them. I have never heard anything 0 absurd as having
curtains in a sunroom.You can really be dumb ometirnes."The woman
looked at the ilk. "You're right. No need:' he turned away and they
continued to walk through the tore. They left that unday afternoon
with ocks and two pillow for the den.
"I ometirnes write down conversations I hear."
'Well I ometirne have conversations I write down before hand."
"Conversations you have with me?"
" orne."
"Important ones?"
"Only."
" 0 you practice before you tell me?Why?"
" 0 I get it right."
"IIoveyou."
"I've been practicing that."
Her breath smelled ofalcohol, her hair of cigarette smoke. he
had fallen asleep in her dothes. I lay down with her; I put my head on her
shoulder. She was warm and oft. It made my chills go away for a
moment. I could hear the rain on the roof and the window . I saw flashes
oflightning through the do ed blinds.Thunder had never ounded 0

grand
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Running: Arcola
Ali Bierly
Hazy, opp~ summer heat wraps around our bodies,
Glearring glistening sweat from every pore to cool the heated flesh
Against the warm willd that dri our eyes and our sweat alike.
Slickly the road wavers like a rrrirage, populated by a hundred cars,
B pI lll1aWdIe of the glory stolen by their air conditioners and radios.
Th road js glorious.A mile ofhilllooms ahead, curved to hide the surrnnit,
Gradual enough to tolerate, steep enough to torture under the blazing sun
The road wan into tvvo lanes, no shouldet; grass all around,
And the ground suddenly drops beneath us, sending us sprinting to the bottom
Exhilarationl A crumbling bridge over a ffiet; a flock of geese m the Wcltel;
And only they know where the great stream ends. We cross carefully,
Unwilling to disturb the silence where no cars approach and no children play,
And challenge another hill to a battle of fortitude. The hill meets us, all t.1l1aWcIt"e,
Although £rrniliar with our presence, that v.e have )ct to lose a CJ111fXlign
We break early from the fight today, distracted too easily from £rrniliar tJctics,
To explore a hitherto-unknown stretch of trail leading down tow.m:l the water.
The little tributary that once ran among long slah; of rock has dried up this season,
But v.e flit among the ~ of its former course, under uneven shadows of the trees
And small ivy-sheathed structures whose purpose can no longer be discerned
We have found, all tll1SllSjJOOing a place long unmarred by use or development,
A place abandoned to the wild that gjl\e it blrth There js peace here...
We cannot stay or slow our journey; even m the freedom it offers, there js obligjrtion
We tum back and, retracing our steps, find the road home.
It js not the road we came here by. No road rernaills unchanged, even m minutes.
The sun slips softly, slowly, inexoLilily mto the treetops. The light fu:les.
In the shadows of the e\e11ing we come back to where v.e stuted,
The l-ecollection of escape etched mto our memori .
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Ceci n'est pas une pipe
or

This is not a pipe
John R amsey

lopping houlders: traced line of a weater, darkgreen
against an ivory glean. Break of continuity at her supple hip
where stretched khakis raise eyebrows and hungered tongue
wander with salivation. alvation. wish- wi h perfect curve
fixed. Bend: yes: please, her lithe body. I it Platonic Form or
Zuhanden, Dasein's encountered concern? Concern to hold
between calloused fingers.
-Paul Danube.
Calling. Pay attention.
- Hmm?
-Cute, huh? Just that. he'll never give either of us the time of
day.
-So.That's enough.
Vi ion i poet's ploy, distance of Beatrice: cIo en e mars.
acrifice beauty to gain ruinou conunonplace.
ilent di comfort. Back to eating, burger rai e . Gripped
by the bun sheltering ground bovine. American dish: cow and
chip . Jap ushi: bourgeoisie, not middle-cIa fastfood, vegetarian.
No m eat. Wa it family habit or intrin icfrombirth? Alway have
been a vegetarian: legun~e and protein pill. cience: modern
religion: unver ali t-unitarians.
Readju t glas e , prelude to peech.
- How are you handling the asha situation?
-Fine, there's no situation. Once a whore, alway a whore. That
damn fucking lut. It' over.
Vi ible beauty held for over a year. Italian olive and
warmth of pring. In the ummer the green deepened tone.
Summer's ruse beneath beach's un. Snuggled light, moist lip
against. Cotton dowries. My little lover doe a midnight shift: her
J ohn Ramsey
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favorite, love Bonham' drum. Worried mind. haring what I
thought wa mine.
- Betrayal. That stupid bitch. I can never look at her again. he
told me he loved m.e.
Again inter- ilence against the clash of me s. The subtle
oft voice of mu e drowned under rna culine tin can roar :
cratchy and tired. Crooning laughter: a brawny joke. Feignje t;
thi shoe i my father, no my mother: it hath the wor er ole.
Lance had true humor, gra p of puns.
Upward motion; thrust of chair. Paul, ri ing.
-Want anything? Drink, chardonnay, lice ofWi mer cheesecake.
Going prowling. Look -and-treat .
- kin1 milk.
Milk, chee e, eggs. Exceptions: nece sitie . Eggs once a
week, or I have an up et tomach. Egg whites are healthier:
proteins, no chole terol. Hunger. Either emptine of the tomach
organ, hydrochloric acid level ri e cau ing ynaptic re pon e; or
conditioned desire, tirnuli ofWi mer and noxiou fumes, which
we're to salivate. No. Chardonnay: hal here the food i depraved
and decrepit. Incestuou wrinkled pea, genetically flawed. Faulty
construction within an amino acid: a protein having the
re ponsibility to procure fiber for the eed, this pea. When
germinated in the wombpod the pea bloated, aqueou , stretche
cellulose. Shrivels when cooked. Like kin under UV sun,
summer cancer. Late 1800's: modern science and ocial
Darwinism. Denn da der mensch sin ufSehen hat uf Gott und sin
wort ... class er nach dem bildnu Gotte ge chaffen i t.AufHerr
Zwingli: the Trench: Paul's type of life.
Green pea, color of money. Another gene make yellowthese are still green. $3,689,274,028.94: amount of the money
wall. Bill Gates, two girls bought at the fre hrnan auctiontwenty-eight dollars-thirty- even cars. '35 Bentley.
Roommate ha the girl wall. Sick figure , starved 100 ed frame ,
deepset eyes over shadowed lits. Sensuous hip and ilicon lips:
fal e beauty. Altered. The beauty cult: lapmaiden of modern
John Ramsey
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cience. Huxley reprove .
Paul' voice, flirting.Who? Be ready to po e a question.
No, he' not. Discussing cla note. Ineluctable modality of the
what? Gerede: idle talk. Ambiguity, in olence of die Philo ophen.
Denn da s der men ch sin ub ehen hat uf Gott und in wort.
Zwingli' Word of God.
Paul smiling, cont nt sigh and sits. Hi thoughts
churning, pull of sex, wandering. Silky and fade broth: protein
filled, mother's nurture: Nate' milk.
-Paul, do you have time for a religiou question? Of man and
God in general?
-Why not?
He a k religion of the for aken, born into the loin of the
hewolf.
-If man were created in God's image, would he then be
intrin ically drawn to Him?
Churning of mind. An an wer to a German question, wit
of words and concern for wordorigin.Word of God: logo and
Kant. Das mythi che Denken.
-The myth of thought, replied Paul now uninterested. A vague
an wer to a supercilious question.Ah, perhaps, if man looks up to
God and Hi euiio.
Word of God, the promi e of a companion. Lie . Gazing
wideyed, vision fell on a lighted face made-up, highlighting hill
cheeks and pungent brow touched by poignant la he . Maybe
thi time I'll seek solace in voluptuous arms.A domineering love,
draped in furs. Venus im Pelt. A bounding flower, curling mile:
fay' caprice, faint alluring eva ive. Whips and chains} handcuffs}
smack a little bootie up with my belt. Line of ong whipped
round Paul's sovereign mind. Eye aglow, easing back, arm and
hands pillowed his head.A full breath relea ed, opening oflung ,
pellucid relaxation. La donna mobile: Italian opera. Feather In
the wind. Damn the fickle nature of girls, thi one a woman.
Wretch of unwary hearts.
Moments pa sed, daunting. Head of traw turns uncertain
John Ramsey
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to the b fri nded poet. on tant amazement in the mode of
thought: he read Celestine Prophecy, guideline and workbook
too. Atten1.pting to comfort, Nate began:
-Let u go then.
You and 1. Poetical timuli begot: when the evening is
pread out again t the kyo Though not evening. Clouds tretched
like fine t ndril ,curling: grey rapt finger. team ofhor e '
no tril ,palpable in Briti h winter. pirit into matter:
deactualization. reation in a mon1.ent. 0 iri : de ore. Death: a
patient etherized upon a table, the evening kyo I too am hopele s,
roll d trou er and balding. Digiti ab capitem. No, full head of
hair.

huffied feet, behind to ide. Un teady catching breath:
-Are you going out with us tonight?
Through half-de erted treets, the muttering retreats.
-Where at? Mit wem?
A restle night in a one-night cheap hotel.
- Pregaming first. The Wealth, 200 maybe Wawa hou e.
-Perhaps, alotof work. I might try to write tonight.
A godde approache.
O! splendid figurine, racey pillar of engraved ivory. Eye
eva ive and unfathomable, a voice laden with golden vision. Lofty
promi e , her roseate lip an auspiciou reward.
-Hello, Blake, Nate ubtly addre sed. How are you?
-Pretty good boy . Torment of lip culpted from carmine
marble.
Paul dumbly stand ; quiet, erene in wor hipful presence.
Nate, chiming, eek rea urance. Que tion to tighten Paul's
slack:
-What party you going to tonight?
-Wealth and 200. Gotta meet some friends in Wi mer, eeya
guys tonight, maybe. Leaving. Leg pound, steel pi ton : machine
of human muscles. Survival of the beautiful. Luring. Chemical
persuasion.Walking affirmation of a cliche.
Maybe. Intrinsic reality: dance seduction, drunken soiree.
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rooning boxe groaning, lu ty lip roaming. Evasive. Even if
divine I would tremble. What immortal hand or eye dare frame
thy feaiful symmetry. ilver tream, ilvery cream, impo ible
concentration. Me, an uncut bird, waddling to and fro: an outsider.
Her oft lucid hand , cold again t his forehead. III after
winter break. Her hand comforting and cool. An antithesi of
steamed towel. De ire in remaining sick for idolatrous hand to
weedy aid. Did he out of care, imple humani tic duty:
utilitarianism? or of wanton plea ure, to aid the inkling of
yearning? No. Never the time of day. And even if Blake did he
couldn't: va t fi ure. I the truant, reclu e. Plucked a if a virgin,
deflowered and acquitted. The moment of my greatne flicker:
the women come and go talking of Michelangelo. Wish I had
een her eyes: had she looked on me with lu t? Or he on him.
Beautifulinmy adne s. My death, with her touching breath. asha,
my death. Lied and beaten, abused: misused. I hould be dragged
through the lime and the mud. Murderer: whore. Betrayed by
kisses.And Chri tine to comfort, an angel skirting her own
trouble .The truest friends, Reenie and Chri : neighbors.When
my waterd eye , pear thrown, wept their arm fair and inc ere
comforted my wooly head. Tear washed, cradled narrowed:
sobbing, obbing. Lover befouled by clapping fervor. And now? a
child, who know not the difference between friendly eye or
courting ge ture. Thrown thrillfull into beauty, armed by the
grand imagery of a lu ting poet. An outsider.
At the head of the tairwell, splitting, Danube flow pa t
Nate, hurried rapidly. His room a haven: papyrus tombs of poets,
the thin binding, binding dead arti t : thought u urped from
history's establi hed altar: feed for hungry head.
-We'll see. I mean, about going out, tonight.
-Sure, It'llbe fun, good time. Girl too.Always girl, dancing.
We're starting 'round nine.
Why he?
-Ok, stop by when you guys begin. I'll know then.
Turn handle; open. Zuhanden: ready-to-hand.
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- ure, replied Nate.
Turn knob, withdrawing of bolt, nonobtrusive entry, door
opening. Thematic discipline, underlying the working .What
type of wood? What would Paul call my thinking suchVorhanden? Presence- at-hand, that's his reckoning. Oak. Ye .
What work to do? Friday? Less work on unday, more sleep.
Might watch the race: Waltrip won Daytona. Last week? rain, race
cancelled. Junior cra hed on the first lap. This week: maybe
Gordon.What to do fir t? No, can't be oak, too expensive; most
likely a composite of crap wood with oaken plates. CIE:
que tion from an article, remember: later to be juxtaposed into a
paper: sick fantasies of tern. Cell Bio: a two page paper about a
firm to a senator, why? no art in science, complexity. Rigorous.
Use ofjargon, the senator wouldn't understand: common words,
lack of complexity. Politic: Any? oh, ye ,pages 240-27 : "Ethics
of the Feudal Lord: serf, slaves and the Roman Latifundia" .
Oppression of the early republic: sick Sternian fantasy: a man's
romance. French, too: two poems, "Le Bateau ivre" et "Les
Voyelle " . Should show Paul, his favorite poet, yes.
Rimbaud. J e dirai quelque jour vos naissances latentes:
one day I will speak your latent births. How powerful and sen ual.
The oddity that is Paul; eccentric, yet when he writes he almost
captures beauty. Read his Lyrcials, amazing idylls. The pain of
Sasha worsened him. More aloof, his intellectualism more acute in
the last two weeks. It's apparent, the crush on Blake; too bad for
him. Sadly he stood there, not making eye contact, eyes on me:
worried look. Incomprehensive sn'lartne ,her words. Drained
eyes, hardened when she didn't understand his poem.About her,
coveted in poetical jargon: complexity of words. Drives him to a
point of weirdness. How does one write? synapses defiantly,
toying around in Broca's area. Do they speak the words for
singsong. Of the wide world I stand alone, and think till love and
fame to nothingness do sink. The mystery, a golden bough.
Unique. A month offall, out in the hall: rhyme. That's what Paul
did, poetry for a year. Nights he would only write a stanza:
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And where were thou on thi velv't hour?
Milking thy lip? or tending a flow'r?
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Of autumn. Incomprehen ive smartne s: to the border of
weirdne .When interested he talk creative: poet thought,
created earth . An introvert blo soming. ay he wishe to be a
Milton, to extrapolate the language. wears by the code un long
dereglement de taus les sens. Bad French, almo t Latinized; a
prolong derangement of the senses. Why?
Need to go out. Meet some girls, hookup. Have fun. Not
the normal college life, driven by what? The p ychology of the
vagabond. Pretty ure he would. Up and leave. Gone. Hoboing it.
Waste of talent. Will it ever be tuned: should become a King or a
Grisham, money in words. A Wordman. No.A Wordman die of
unhappy of tuberculosis, or a homely recluse. A vagabond: exiled
from home and country. elf-immolation. Will ave. A savior I:
alvation. No martyr .
Standing, the worn president reached for a ragged and
yellowededged notgreen book, the Celestine Prophecy. Opening
he began to read and wrapped himself in the metaphysical Mayan
tale , cripture of cience and theology. Ethics and feat of reason.
A frostie. The thought crept into his lnind elusive and wanton.
He left seeking for his ru ty chariot, it queak-squawked
teering wheel recently lubed. Muffier dangling. Roaring bea t.
Incomprehensive.
Word of poet trewn in a malevolent mael trom. The
guide to the labyrinth. Who has the keys to the kingdon1? not I.
When will words flow serpentine and cunning? aft the body
ravaged, the spirit tronger grows. Dream ofArden, f~ry fea t.
Time, moves like acid, dreams. Forgotten: quarter after ten.
Everything proven in a moment. Comportment of the senses.
Disillusioned.Thrall to her touch: betrayal. No more warm night,
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latewoken morning in slender arms. Clap, no: a knock.
Once: the wind, bodies whorled by.
Twice: result of life around people.
Thrice: illusions shattered. Deportment and composure.
truggle of poet (opening door) fromjournalism and alcohol.
Wrecked.
- Ready to go? Nate poking over the procession of heads. A
harem parade, he the eunuch. Temptation.
Sombereyed Paul answered affirmative, his worn leather
saddles being tied.
(And who was there to compromise lofty ambition?)
Only the most coaxing serpents, priestesses of hooplooped dance,
wracked hips, and faces decorated in painted surrealism. Slender
elfish Jules, srniledimpled: gift of reassuring words. Reenie.
Redundant Reenie: Mo. Embattled hips, brazened for dance.
Chri tine venturesome with wily laugh cajoled. Angie, sacristan
of furs, voluptuous vixen: foxed. Amanda conjugated oflove: amo)
amare. Slunk shoulders of a neighbor, oppressed and red. Drink in
rosy cheeks: rosed reluctance. So limitless and free, desperately in
need of a ...
Blake: tyger, tyger burning bright!
The boys, slurring steps come and beckoned. Ruse and
amuse: confuse. A soft tussle, bustle. Ruined ambition. Hand
reaching, soft lucid. Cold against forehead.Yes. Laid to rest on his
arm: R.LP, rest in peace. Friendly touch of possessed wanton
hunger? Jesus, save us: my friend, the end.
Ambition fleeting, ruined. Seawracked, lost in the
maelstrom of romping hips, reveled legs and ivory lust. The slow
century of her moving, cheek sliding down.
All I might write-ruined ambition-becomes banal,
trite and pretentious against whimsical touch and green death.
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Itnpron1ptu Fruit Assault
hane Borer

Shane Borer
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Expectations
J ennifer Brink

Harmonize and wait for
The irnpennanence of
Frustration.
Rippling through the world's masses
Vaulted inhibitions released into
The quasars of the moonlit skies ecliptic of most anything remembered
Unfenced are the emotions of one's spirit
Blossoms ofpossibility emerge glorious over the
Subdued
There remains no time for approximations
No space for guesses
Only assured magnificence ofhope.

Jennifer Brink
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One Tirn~ Deal
Katie Lambert
IncOlTIprehen ible evaluation
of what she had to go through
that dayirked & tabbed at her
for the re t of her time there.
A canva jacket holding her back,
a place etting of only
a plastic spoon
&

a paper plate.
he might hurt omeone.
She wa n 't there for that, though.
Didn't they know?
Didn't they read her ca e?
Didn't he deserve to be able
to put on eyeliner?
To bru h her teeth un upervised?
To write a letter to her mother without the nur e
watching
every
ingle
troke
of her flat-tipped pencil?
Lollipop were not allowed
& neither were Popsicles.
If a ore throat came up,
a quick spray was administered by the nur e,
& the nurse only.
Didn't they know she wasn't there for that?
Didn't they know it wasn't inside of her?
But that one dayKatie Lambert
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One Time Deal

the one day that changed it all
( orne will ay)
for the war t wa what he will never have to con1.e back to again.

K atie L ambert
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Midnight

Ali~y's

Roall1

Melanie Thambash

Melanie Thambash
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What Ifs
Michael Pomante
I always wondered how I would spend the last few years
of my life if I knew that I was going to die sometime before my
thirtieth birthday. A morbid thought, I know, but at times I have
been obsessed by the pessimi tic notion of dying before my time.
I have always been somewhat of a hypochondriac, exaggerating
the common cold into the bubonic plague. Maybe that is why I
was never able to ignore the subject of my own premature
mortality, always fearing that the next paper-cut could end it all.
In fact, if it is true that the mind is more powerful than the body, I
would be willing to bet that my own lugubrious imagination has
caused me to suffer from more ill health than any vile virus or
base bacteria has.
I am also a bit of a "drama queen." I never actually
thought that I was going to die. Maybe exaggerating all of those
symptoms helped to tug upon the heartstrings of family and
friends from whom I was seeking sympathy. Or, maybe I had
faith that my embellishments and my melancholic imagination
provided me with some ort of oxymoronic destiny that proved
to be in my favor. For in tance, I used to hypothesize, if I always
dread and assume that I will die an untimely death, then I will
actually live forever. Let me illustrate. This is the same type of
oxymoronic rationale that explains how an extremely active and
healthy twenty-five year-old can drop dead on the basketball
floor in the middle of attempting a foul shot. That dynamic
youth in the prime of his life probably thought that he would live
forever, and now he's dead well before his time. In much the
same way that he thought that he was invincible, I constantly
presume that Jack the Ripper is lurking around every corner ju t
waiting to pounce and steal my life away from me. Thus, if we
apply the" oxymoronic theory" to my fears instead of the
basketball player's confidence, we could assume that I could live
Michael Pomante
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I was feeling sorry for Iny elf the night that I nl.et Rob at
the club. I had been alone for almo t ix months; romantically
vacant that i . I had experienced the occa ional ca ual encounter,
but one-night tand rarely left me feeling any sense of
ati faction. And whether Iny bed wa full or not wasn't the i ue
at hand, for my heart wa empty. I was never ati tied with casual
ex or non-monogamou dating. I wa never any good at it.
Thi alway made me feel like an out ider to my con1.ffiunity.
While I ought love and monogamy, it seemed like all the other
queen on the block were competing for the boy- lut-of-theyear award.
Nonethele s, Rob came into my life at the perfect time. I
had healed ju t enough from my last long-ternl. relationship to
consider the notion of another, yet I had not been single so long
that I turned into a jaded fag, constantly harping, "Where are all
the good men when you need one?"

The "Devil' Playground," "Boston's only all-night
dungeon of in for the fabulou and freakish 17-24 year-old
crowd," wa better than ever that night. The Delectable-DJDiyanna spun my favorite track , and the bartender, who, might I
add, a ked for my number ix time instead of the cu tomary four,
had perfected the art of making a superior Co mopolitan. Most
importantly, however, I managed to catch the attention of the
most triking boy at the entire club. I had never seen him before.
At lea t I didn't think o.
I decided to leave the main dancing floor when the music
changed from goth-indu trial to Briti h punk. All of the thirty
year-old skinheads dressed in leather tops and plaid kilts took my
place on the floor to violently sla h their bodies from one corner
of the room to the other to the hard-pounding beats of the Sex
Pi tols. I would be trampled on in such an environment. I
refreshed my drink and followed the easy li tening tunes of
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Madonna and Era ure to the 0 room. I made my round ,
hugging all the girl and ca ually planting a ki upon the cheek
of the boys that I knew. I placed my drink on the corner of the
bar, lit a cigarette and began to dance. The dub alway had a way
of taking my mind away from whatever mi ery I had been
focu ing upon before I walked through it doors. I do ed my
eye and allowed each beat to take me to a higher level. The ba
wa 0 intense that I could feel the woofer 'vibration rai ing my
diaphragm to each rhythmic thump. I wiped the weat from my
brow with the sleeve of my pin triped uit jacket. My eye
opened and fixed upon a mile that eemed aimed in my
direction. I in tinctively nodded at what I had hoped wa
flirtatiou behavior. I moved do er to him.
"What' your nan1.e?" I creamed. The mu ic wa
incredibly loud and I wa somewhat intoxicated. Neither fact
made the act of deciphering hi an wer any ea leI.
"Rob."
"What?"
"Rob!"
"Rob?"
"'T.e
II ! What' your name.?"
"Matthew."
Rob miled again. He was a bit taller than I wa and very
thin. His face wa intricate. Hi lip were preci e and hi jaw was
angular. Each facial feature was shaped a if the culptor, the arti t
who created thi masterpiece, spent many sleeple s night careful
to let no detail go unfinished. The only part of him that turned
n1.e off was hi T- hirt that read "Boys Suck." I wa n't ure
whether this was a sign of promi cuity or simply bad ta teo He
moved gracefully to the inten e beat that now eemed to fade
into the background. I stared at him until I realized that I wa
doing more staring than dancing and probably making a fool out
of my elf. We exchanged numbers that evening.
We were both ca ually dating other people when we met.
I just topped calling Bill. Well, actually I ju t topped returning
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hi me sages. To thi rlay, I don't know how Rob went about
breaking up with hi fling. Maybe they had one la t night of
ecstasy before Rob gave him the old heave-ho. I don't know. I
don't care. In fact, I care not to know.

Rob was Buddhi t. Although I tudied paganism. and the
occult, I knew very little about Eastern philo ophy and religion.
This wa okay. Rob loved to discuss the nuance of n1editation,
yoga, and the Buddhi t utra. He loved more when I a ked
que cion. Often laid back and ometime falling into the
category of loth-like lazine ,it alway took a subject that
greatly intere ted him to bring out his upbeat and playful
per onality. tarting off slow and relaxed, he would soon build to
a frenzied outpouring of facts and excitement: "To man' ecular
view, things appear to move in time and to be in their final
character concrete. I am here, you are there: right and left; up,
down; life and death." His arm would thrash in each direction
that he named. And when I nodded in either agreement or
under tanding, he would snllie as would the professor to the
student who finally understood the Pythagorean Theoren1. He
told me once, "Honey, not only have I never had a boyfriend that
I could talk with like thi or di cuss intellectual stuff, but I've
never had a boyfriend a beautiful as you." The compliments
were scarce, but when they did come, they were sincere.
Rob wa n't much for giving presents. I uppo e
Buddhism influenced him away from the material. When our
three-month anniversary rolled around (two month longer than
any other relation hip he had ever been in), I didn't expect him to
get me anything, but I a umed that he would in re pon e to the
many gifts he had received from me since we had met. I greeted
him at the car with a bouquet of a dozen red ro e . He kis ed me,
hugged me, and thanked me. Then, he pushed me aside and ran
into building creaming, "Sorry, honey. I have to take a wicked
piss. I drank a SHIT load of iced tea before I left." I wasn't too
impressed with the beginning of our romantic anniversary. I
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auntered back into the building. Back in my room, I fo und a
ingle piece of paper on my pillow:
This is a pitifu l love poem for Matthew:
Filled wlcliches and I love you's,
Because he deserves them
Aphrodite and Apollo conceived him His full lips) his warm breath;
Molded the contours of his body.
appho sang for him from her lyre in perfect stanza)
Forgetting the warm island and young girls
That once inspired her.
Catullus) once writing madly for Lesbia)
Now finds his pen scribbling stanzas for
The son of beauty and light.
And H adrian) so overcome with grief from the loss of Antinuos)
ow finds comfort in the warm absorption
Of his eyes and the soft way he listens and consoles.
And now the Fates have brought him to me H is fu ll lips) his warm breath ...
T he soft contours of his body.
I alone now sing in perfect stanza
And write madly for and find comfort in
The son of beauty and light.
This is a pitifuL love poem for Matthew.

I tried to rem ember what my life used to be like before
Rob and I fell in love. Each day that went by, it wa ea ier to
forget (or ignore) the life that I trudged through before I m et
him, and each day that went by, it became harder to imagine my
future without him.

Mi chael Po mante
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It wa ten 0' clock at night. I had two hour left of work.
Time wa n 't flying by fast enough. I heard every beat that the
econd hand made. The phone stopped ringing about an hour
ago, and I tried 7ln ucce fully to keep myself bu y. 1 couldn't
concentrate hard enough to actually read chapter five of my
Behavioral Neuro cience textbook. On the other hand, solitaire
on the computer was too monotonou to hold n1y intere t. I
pent the next half-hour looking online for a website that I
hoped would include a horoscope that accurately described the
day that I had just endured. I checked many web ites, read many
horo cope, but accepted none of them. As I decided to give up
my search, the phone rang.
"Thank you for calling Bo ton University' Department
ofAcademic Computing. Thi i Matthew, how can I help you?"
"Hi."
"Hi, Honey! What a pleasant surprise. I mi you. I
thought about you all day. How are you doing?" 1 hadn't had
much human contact that day.
''I'm okay. How are you?" Tonight he een1ed more
dejected than usual.
I ignored his question. "What's wrong?"
"I ju t wanted to call and ay hello. I'll talk to you about
it later tonight."
"No you won't. What's wrong?" I hated suspense. 1
hated it more when it involved something important. My heart
began to beat more rapidly. I didn't know why.
"We'll talk about it tonight."
"That i n't fair!"
"Come over after work," he said. "I love you." He hung
up the phone.
1 paced directly to my car after work without stopping
back at the dorm to drop off my textbook . I didn't notice the
traffic around me. I repeated his voice over and over in my head
and consistently tried to talk myself out of the terrible thought
racing through my mind. For a brief moment 1 had myself
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convinced that my melodramatic imagination created a situation
that wa not real. But, I knew that this was not the case. The
ituation wa real. I heard him correctly and I knew what he was
going to say.
I wanted to turn the car around, but I realized that would
have been an un uccessful attempt to avoid the inevitable.
Maybe I thought that never confronting the issue would make
the i ue disappear entirely. Maybe I didn't want to see him. Or,
maybe I didn't want to hear hin1. say it.
I pulled the car into his driveway and sat there with the
engine turned off. I clenched my hands tightly around the
steering wheel. "How the fuck could you do thi to me?"
Maybe I said it out loud. Maybe I said it to myself But I asked
that question for twenty nunutes before I mustered up just
enough trength to get out of the car.
I didn't ring the doorbell.
He was lying on his bed reading some book about "Mind
over Body."
"Lay it on me," I said.
He did. "I found a lump on my throat today."
"And what does that mean?"
" I know for a fact that I've been sexually active with
omeone who has since tested positive for HIV"
The first thing that I thought about was my mother. I
immediately began to imagine what it would be like for her to
lose her only child before her own passing. I used to remember
watching the six 0' clock news and feeling 0 sorry for those
mothers who lost a child to a drive-by-shooting or a hit-andrun accident. They always seemed more sorrowful and more lost
than anyone el e mourning the death of a loved one. I always
remen1.ber thinking that they looked defeated.
"Matt? Matthew?"
"I have AIDS."
"Don't ay that! You don't know that!"
"I have AIDS."
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"Je u ,Matt. I'm the one with the lUlllp. Please!" I heard
Rob cry for the fir t time in my life.
"What the fuck, Rob? You never cared about me. You
never cared about me! You couldn't have done thi and actually
cared about me."
The quivering of his voice broke my heart. "Plea e don't
ay that, Matt. Je u . Please. rIll 0 orry."
"Don't apologize. It' my own damn fault. It' not like I
can ay that you made me do anything that I didn't want to do."
I uppose I meant to ound cold. "An wer me one question."
"Anything. What?" He wa obbing uncontrollably. He
had always seemed so confident and sure of himself
I wa actually calm. "Did you cheat? Did you fuck
omebody behind my back? I that how this happened?"
He stopped crying and for one brief nlOment, hi
apologetic eye turned frigid. "Never and you fucking know
that."
I uppose I did.
"I can't believe I have AID "
" TOP! You don't know that you are sick, Matt. Je u ,I
don't even know that Fm sick. We have to be patient." He wa
being rational. I realized that he had time to think it through.
Maybe he meditated before I howed up, calling on orne
Buddhist cripture to help him through the frustration and anger.
No mantra would help to clear this up for nle. Maybe I would be
rational after I had time to think it through, I thought to my elf.
I had a deci ion to make and I knew that I could not
depend on rea oning to help me make it. I blamed hinl. I didn't
want to blanle him, but I did. He should have protected me} I
thought to my elf. He is my boyfriend. It was his job to look
out for me. I wanted to strangle him. I wanted to choke the life
out of him like he was doing to me.
I blamed my elf. You should have taken care of yourse!£
you fucking idiot. You are twenty-one years old. It}s nobody
else~ responsibility. I tar ted to cry. For the first time that
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v rung, I tarted to cry. I wa talking to my elf. I forgot for a
mom. nt that Rob wa in the room.
Hi head wa downcast toward the maroon carpet. At
fir t I thought he wa taring at the cigarette burn on the rug.
Then, I aw hi body lowly tart to hake. Hi ob of adne
and guilt and fear tartled me from. my trance-like tate of
contemplation.
"I'm about to ay omething that I don't under tand. I'm
about to tell you om thing that doe n't make any en e to me. I
can't expect you to under tand." I wa running through a maze.
It wa dark. I wa racing again t time. Maybe time wa racing
agaIn t me.
" ay whatever i on your mind. I'm 0 sorry, Matthew. I
love you 0 much." H e hadn't topped crying. B etween each
word that he poke, he gasped deeply for air. "You are the be t
thing that ha ever happened to me. Plea e, God, don't let me
have hurt him." It scared me when he topped talking to me and
started talking to God. H e didn't know who God was. "What
did you want to ay?"
It wa my turn to be ilent. I felt a though I could take
all the time that I needed. Maybe I wa running out of time a
we poke, but for a moment, I felt a though I had a lifetime to
ort through my thought. Again, I thought about my mother.
How would I tell her? I alway remembered having a variety of
way to olve my problem in the pa t. I didn't know how to
remedy this ituation. I only knew what I wanted to ay to
Rob rt. "I love you. No matter what, I will tay by your ide. I
don't want to live without you and I don't want to die without
you, either."
He began to cry a lot harder. I knew he under tood what
I had said. He had trouble catching hi breath. For the re t of the
everung, neither one of u mentioned any "what-if." It wa
easier that way.
I wanted to be with hinl when he got the re ult of hi
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te t, but I knew that I couldn't be. I went to visit him three days
before the doctor aid he'd call with the result. I pent one night
with him. I woke up at 6:30 a.m. in his arm. I managed to free
my elf without waking him. As he slept, I whispered in hi ear, "I
love you. We can make it through anything." I wa n't ure if I
believed that my elf. He didn't budge. I got in the hower. I had
to make it home before my parents left for vacation. I was
uppo ed to go with them. I decided not to. I decided to tay
hon1.e and watch the dog.
I cried in the shower. I heard the door of the bathroon1.
open. Rob pulled the curtain to the hower a ide. He was
crying. He reached into the shower. He was fully clothed. He
took me in hi arms.
"The doctor called," he uttered. "I'm negative."
It took several econd for what he aid to register in my
mind. All I could think about was the night he told me that he
could be sick; the night he told me that we could be ick. I
remember being di couraged before he called, looking for a
horoscope to accurately describe my day. I remember looking at
one particular horoscope:" tay trong. Your trials will pa s. Your
future looks bright." It didn't make en e at the time.
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Olatokunbo Laniya
She slowly ip her cup of coffee-lots of sugar, no
cream-and cradle the over ized mug between black-leathered
glove. wallowing the hot caram.elliquid, he balance hi
faraway eye on the rinl of her blue-green nlug-this is not
working. She uspire, place her cup upon the cheap, chipped
linoleum table and tries again. he lide the faded yellow vase
that holds artificial chry anthemum , the salt and pepper hakers
and the des ert Inenu from the center of the table-so much
obstructs their view of each other. Looking directly into hi
butterscotch candy eye , he takes off her glove , neatly arranging
her hand on the table, right over left and raw emotion on top of
that. And wait for him to ee her.
He emerges from his tempe tuous mental storm and as
he looks through the unclean window that frame her, he expects
to see a raging winter blizzard reflective of his own inner turmoil.
Yet he is greeted by a Calnl, patient sun attempting to peek
through obdurate, unyielding cloud. And he identifies passer by, hardly di tinguishable under layer upon layer of protective
coat and clothing, their tiny contracted face barely discernable
through knitted scarve and hat . He watche as they battle
again t wind, toplight and one another to reach their
de tinations. Quiet struggle, and he realizes that it is not unlike
himself. To reveal what is ten de" vulnerable, and sacred to the
harsh, cruel handling of a jaded and anopsic world. To place such
a love as this in the care of two tragically mortal beings. Now I
sound like he" these poetic words are not mine. After all these
years, her language is still in my head. The realization startles him,
and he steps back from it, from her, as he continue to examine
around her atmosphere, absorbing everything but the center.
"It's been a long time," he attempts, gingerly treading
along the periphery of her elf, and he look up to glance an
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expre ion in hi eye remini cent of understanding. He blinks
and talks to hi weet potato pie.
"What?" she ask .
" It' dry." The pie) she wonders, or us. No) never us. Even
when we were apart) the symphysial liquidity of love was ever
present. We were always connected. Ifs just the difficulty
of. fulfilling past prophecies through the miracle of our
tomorrow. She wants to tell him that, but it sounds too
incorporeal, ethereal and h e prides himself on his firm grip on
reality. She i the idealist, or more accurately, an idealistic realist.
She believes in snippets of perfection within the frayed fabric of a
fallen world. She believe in otherworldly spirits like mermaids
and Justice, in the interconnection of souls. That is why she
found him again-because he keeps turning up in her present
reality, in the disheveled pile of her everyday and she knows it
means something. Everything holds meaning. So they met. But
have yet to reconnect.
She wonders why this is so difficult, almost falling into
the fallacy that if their connection were true, real and genuine,
this would be easy. But she has already learned through multiple
mistakes and misappropriations that life's glories demand labor,
bleeding joy. She has learned much over the years they have been
apart and in many aspects, she is a different person from the
woman he said goodbye to three years ago. Life's trials have made
this new woman wiser and more sober. She realizes that she
cannot do it all, that she needs others to hold her and hi love is at
the center of this need. So she tries harder; perhaps middling
words are insufficient to show him her soul, to convey her
remorse for the past. And she flails wildly within herself, trying to
discover other alternatives. Perchance a song) or interpretive
dance) something with music. He is a musician) he)d appreciate
that. Or a presentation) with overhead projector and charts)
leading him to the precise location of my heart) to discover and
identify its contents. Or ...
"How have you been holding up in this weather?" he
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a ks, concern furrowed on his dark brow.
He's talking about the weather. But it i good, because he
recall that she, a tropical being, is not inured to the hyperborean
cold of a Chicago winter. he had alway told him that he
would leave in earch of warmer climate. And finally he did.
But he is back. he motion to her warm wool coat folded
neatly be ide her. "Thi help ," he an wer . He looks
di appointed that he ha not offered more. It's not enuf he
venture further.
"You know, I find the cold to be misomousoi in nature,
for it impede my creative flow. The nine divine are hindered to
impart breath of life when all of existence i wrapped in a gelid
blanket oflethargy. I've only been back in Chicago's winter
weather for a month and all I want to do is leep," she confe e.
Thi make him mile-such a pretty mile-and he is plea ed
to ati fy him.
Without realizing it, he opens her hands, palm up,
vulnerable. And the marking on her palms run out of h er
fingertip ,prickling needle that trace hi thought , patterned on
hi mooth forehead.
Her mention of the nine muses lead hi thought to a
emi-academic, semi-creative e ay on love, art and race she
wrote four year ago. He wa the paper' thesis and he titled it,
"The Hues of My Mu e." It was published in a literary journal.
Ju t a few months after that, the winter of the next year, she was
chosen as supervi ing editor in her publishing company'
expan ion oversea . To South Africa. And although he wanted to
come with her, although he wanted to marry her, she went alone.
Without her muse. She ravaged his heart and left it unprotected
against the evere winter cold. And though it i till a bit tender
and mending, he knows that he will forever be his beloved. I

love you and I know that you love me, but you hurt me before
and I can't survive being hurt by you again. But he wallow the
word and in tead clear his throat, un ure of whether or not to
venture out to the unknown. Hesitant, he teps onto the invi ible
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ground between them, to discover her open palms, and reads
therein the startling tory ofhim and her. Slowly, he expose his
own palms to understand the sequel and their combined creation
flow out of him to reach her. Muse. Manifestation of my
internal complications. Intensity of my perplexity. You confuse
me) abuse me) amuse and diffuse me. I am floating somewhere
around you) trying to enter your soul. Muse. He wants to tell her
that, to speak her poetic words back to her.
"Mu e ... Am I still?" he ask.
She wants to scream, yes, oh yes. She wants to bleed
blood red tears, to offer sacrifice for the wrong she committed
again t him. She wants to tell him that she loves him, has always
loved him so deeply that she had been afraid of that love--but no
longer. She parts her lips, to give him a dissertation on her soul
and his central role in her sense of identity and artistic
completion. But taking another path, she offers him her open
palm. His vulnerability welcomes her own. He looks into her,
she smiles, connection.
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We slept
Harry Michel
Woke to eye that wept
Tear of di appeared breath
That wre tled with the heat
Of life
A it pa ed and wept tOlTIOrrow
Under a rna k of orrow
unri e danced in the di tance
Realizing that the morning
Could not handle what came without warning
The unrays that were the children
Of eye stuck in the remi ion of the moment
Left for a minute
Got lost in the m.oment of ilence
The earth roared from an act of violence
The a he made their way through time and space
Covered the smiles on face
That were tuck minutes and hour before
In su pended animation
The impo ible became possible
The city capes were raped
Mothers, fathers, daughter , brother
Were striped by a danger that had no face
When it struck at time when we THOUGHT
We were safe
Defaced by the cowardice of a yesterday
That was ignorant of today
But we can't loose face?
Or can we?
We're hurt
Our futures somewhere in that dirt
Under tone and mortar
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Corridor collap ed with lives
That weren't pa t their borders
Fell victims to executive order
Waste the live that did thi to the red white and blue
But all we do i pile more ashes on the colors
The grenade waiting to explode in our face
Heaven closing its doors
In the pa ing of days
We want blood it doesn't matter
Who' the face or what we face
They must repent for that. .. they
We must repent for that day
We are God
Our divine judgment shouldn't somehow be misplaced
We lept that night forgetting to pray
Woke up in the morning
Everything was out of place
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Raquel Pidal
orbin bought his '96 Plymouth undanc u ed for a
hundred dollar. It wa in excellent condition, with a moothly
running engine and Ie than 50,000 mile on it. The catch wa
that a eventeen-year-old kid had bla ted his brain out in the
back eat, and the car needed extensive interior work. But till a
hundred dollars wa a hundred dollar , and Corbin liked doing
things differently.
He bought the car, got it reuphol tered, and filled it with
things - a pine tree air fre hener, a dog who nodded his head at top
lights, the obligatory ice craper. Hi notebook and army jacket
and Dylan CDs were scattered all over the floor and back eat. He
never let it go below a quarter of a tank and got a Kenwood CD
head unit installed.
"Thi car ha bad karma," Claire aid.
"Now why would you ay a thing like that?" Corbin
asked.
"Corbin." Claire looked over at him until he took hi eye
off the road and regarded her briefly over the top ofhi unglas e .
"There wa a boy's blood all over the in ide of this car."
" o?" Corbin' voice hrugged rather than hi shoulders.
"The car had nothing to do with that."
Claire hook her head. "I don't know. I wouldn't feel
comfortable driving thi thing. I almo t don't feel right riding in
it." She took out a tube of lip glo and applied it. The smell of
berrie filled the car.
She hook her head again. "Bad karma."
" 0 why don't you walk?" Corbin replied.

*
Claire e pecially liked the color red and wore it often. he
liked to watch thunder torrns, drank diet oda, and found REM
mix tape beautiful. Her older brother wa in AA and her mother
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pray d a ro ary for him every night. laire ignored them both.
In tead, h hopped for chunky andals and painted the row of
delicate ea hell h pa ed off a toenail weekly. Her tall, thin
frame look d be t in long kirts, and he wore ilver jewelry, never
gold. he und rlined pa age in novel that moved her, ecretly
enjoyed PE ,and opened an I.R.A. he refu ed to have a
boyfri nd.
Independent, trong-willed Claire, looking but never
touching. he thought of people as priceless piece of china to be
admired from a di tance, hands cro ed at the wri ts behind her
back. he never told Corbin any of the e things about her elf. He
pretty much figured them out on hi own.

*

Corbin and Claire took a p ychology cla together and
di covered that their te t grade improved when they studied
together. They did not have a common circle of friends nor did
they hare any intere ts. They aw each other in class, if Corbin
showed up, and when they tudied for te ts. This arrangement
uited them both fine.
He lid into the seat next to her one Wedne day twenty
minute into clas .
" 0 ... I'm in the mood to take you out to dinner tonight,"
he aid, taking out a pen and applying it to the word "RETARD"
that omeone had carved into the arm ofhi seat.
"You want to take me out?" Claire asked, with a slight
mocking lilt in her voice. She did not look up from her note .
"Yup," he replied, inking in the "R 'with concentration.
"Why?" he finally looked at him.
"I dunno;' he aid, hrugging. "Why the hell not?" Claire
rolled her eye at him. Corbin miled back at her broadly.
"Alright," she sighed. "I uppose."
"We're going Dutch."
"How charming," he norted.
He left class ten minute early.

*
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Corbin made re ervation at Chez Nicole, where he often
took hi date to in1.pre them with hi drink ordering kill and
knowledge of the French cui ine on the menu. Claire imagined
hlln bantering about philosophy and 1gil century Russian
literature and the minutiae of foreign politic. From what he'd told
her, he rarely went on econd dates becau e he found women
boring. he wa unimpre ed and skeptical.
he wore a little red dre . He howed up ten minute late.
"Never one for being on time." He snUled apologetically
as he he itated to tep into the car. The pas enger eat wa covered
in paper and notebooks .
" orry," he said, sweeping the me onto the back eat floor.
" on1.etime it gets a little messy in here."
he folded herselfinto the car. "You mi ed one," she aid,
picking up a battered-looking marble notebook.
He grabbed it forcefully and shoved it under his seat.
"What was that about?"
"No thing."
"What' in that notebook? I it omething you don't want
me to see or what?"
"It's nothing. Don't worry about it."
"Sorry," she mumbled, and they were silent for the rest of
the ride.
She ordered a Long I land iced tea, and he a ked for hi
martini dry, extra olive. While they waited for their drinks, they at
and smiled blankly at each other. She noticed that he wa weanng
Airwalk sneakers with hi dress shirt and slacks.
They continued their taring gaIne.
"So," she said finally, breaking the unpleasant silence. "Tell
me omething interesting about your elf. Something I don't
knOw." She tried to sound encouraging.
He leaned back lightly and looked up at the ceiling,
seemingly in thought. uddenly hi eye snapped back to
attention, startling her.
"When I was younger," he tarted, "I used to catch fireflie
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in the ummer. I'd put theln in those plastic half gallon milk
bottle and poke a little air hole in the lid with a pencil. When I
had thirty or forty of them, I'd sit in my room with my bottle of
fireflie and turn the lights out and watch them." The drinks
arrived, and Corbin paused, nodding briefly at the waiter before
contmumg.
" 0 I'd it in Iny room with my firefly lamp," he went on,
twirling his toothpick of speared olives around in his gin.
"Lamp.?"
"The bottle of fireflies."
"0 h, right." She fell silent, nursing her drink.
''I'd sit there in the dark and watch the e fireflies, flying up
and down in the bottle and flashing their greenish-yellow light. I'd
watch them till my mother yelled at me to go to bed. So I'd put
them under my bed, the fireflies, so their light wouldn't keep me
awake. And the next morning when I'd wake up, they'd all be
dead." H e leaned back and let go of his olive-slaying toothpick. "I
never understood why they always had to die. So I'd go outside
and dump their tiny dead bodies on the back porch, and they
always fell with a little swish." He shook his head. "Poor fireflies."
She tared at him for a moment, not knowing what to say.
"That's so dumb," she blurted. "Why didn't you ju t let
them go at the end of the night, instead of letting them die?"
He suddenly grabbed the stem of his gla s and downed half
his drink. Putting the toothpick in his m.outh, he pulled offboth
olives with his teeth and spoke as he chewed.
"Your hair isn't naturally that nice auburn color, is it?" he
asked. "Because your roots are showing."
"God, you're one charming son of a bitch, aren't you," she
snapped. "Is this how you treat all your dates?"
He smiled smugly at her. "Just the lucky ones."
"What, do you want me to leave?"
"How will you get hon1.e then?"
"I'll call for a taxi." Her eyes dared him to push her to it.
"Fine," he said, leaning back in his seat. "Go home and
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touch up your roots."
he tood up. "Fine. 1'ln leaving."
orbin watched her talk towards the payphone, smiling
and ucking on hi olive-flavored toothpick.

*

"Let m.e Inake things up to you:' he aid. he thought it
over and finally agreed.
" econd chance, but not a third:' he warned hinl.
He took her to a local diner late at night. Claire felt at ease
and at back in their booth. Corbin wore hi Airwalks withjean
and a T- hirt.
''I'm buying," Corbin asserted. Claire rai ed her eyebrows
in mock urprise but aid nothing.
They ordered frie and coffee - decaf for Claire - and at
moking in amicable ilence for a few minute. He fini hed hi
cigarette before her, and started twisting his napkin into tight
points. Claire took a final drag and said, "That's u ually a sign that
you ,re nervou ."
"No." He continued twisting. ''I'm just bored."
"Glad to know 1'm such tinlulating company," Claire
retorted, crushing out her cigarette.
"No, not bored with you, Claire," he as ured her. "Ju t life
in general."
"Why's that?" Claire asked, pushing her enlpty cup
towards the edge of the table to ignal a refill.
He leaned back. "Eh. I dunno. Nothing there, really."
Claire was di mayed. "There' a lot to life. There' plenty."
"Oh?" he asked, draining his cup and moving it next to
hers. "Like what?"
"Like ...." he was at a loss. "Like life in general."
He gave her a wry slnile. "I n't that what I just said I was
bored with?"
Claire looked flu teredo "Goddammit, I don't know."
"That's the whole problenl."
"What IS.
. ?"
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"God."
"What about him?" The waitress brought them their frie
and refilled their coffee cup. laire mumbled her thanks and
automatically reached for the ketchup. orbin took the alt. They
witched.
" 0 what about God?"
laire repeated a she tirred weet
n Low into her mug.
He lit hi cigarette and blew the fir t mouthful of smoke
towards the nicotine-stained ceiling. " imple," he aid, matterof-factly. "I don't believe in God."
he put down a half-eaten fry. "Why not?"
He laughed dryly. "Claire." He reached hi hands out to
her and hrugged slightly. "I'm an athei t."
"Really. I had no idea. And what made you .... decide to
be an athei t?" he lit a cigarette and scowled at him.
"I didn't decide anything. It just happened."
"H ow.?"
"Doe it matter?"
",7:
.Ie ."

He sighed. "Well, I wa doing some reading. For
philo ophy cla s, you know. And some of the tuff-it just really
made sense, you know?"
Claire shrugged. "Philo ophy drives me crazy."
"It drive me crazy, too, but in a good way."
Claire said nothing and drew patterns in her ketchup with
a oggy French fry. "So there's no God."
"N0," he said, tapping his cigarette against the rim of the
a htray. "There's something better."
"Which i ... ?" Claire's eyes dared him to make a wrong
re ponse.
"Bob Dylan."
She laughed dryly, and he gazed at her in amusement. "Are
you eriou?" he asked.
"Yes," he said, and from his tone Claire could tell that for
once he wasn't pretending to be serious, but actually was.
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he started toying with the salt shaker. "What the hell i so
great about Bob Dylan?" he poured out a small pile of alt and
tarted making swirl in it.
He looked at her. "Haven't you ever heard any Bob
Dylan?"
She shook her head, feeling slightly embarra ed. "No,
except for that 'Everybody mu t get toned' ong."
He looked insulted. "That's not real Dylan. That' nowhere
do e. I'm going to lend you some of my Dylan CD's and I want
you to listen to then1. Promise me you'll really li ten to them."
"I will," he aid indignantly. "What do you think I'm
gonna do, u e them a coa ters?"
'Ju t consider your elf lucky. I'm not generou with my
Dylan CD' ."
he traced a "c" in the salt. ''I'll be careful with them."
They were ilent for a moment. Corbin reached for a
cigarette, eemingly lost in thought. Claire wa about to bring up a
new topic when he poke.
"Bob Dylan is like a religion. You'd think I'm kidding, but
I'm really not."
She shifted in her eat and crossed her right knee over her
left. "Well, a lot of big musicians have that kind of effect on people.
I mean, look at the Beatles, Elvi Pre ley .. . "
Corbin hook his head furiously. "No. This is nowhere
near that. That wa ju t fan adoration. This - Dylan" - he lifted hi
hands aimle ly - "it doesn't even come do e to that. It's a religion.
It's a way of life."
Claire raised an eyebrow. "That's lightly di turbing."
"So i believing in something you can't prove exists."
Claire thought about thi , and not thinking of a valid
argument quickly enough, she succumbed and nodded helple ly.
"It' a way of life," he said again, leaning back. "People
study it, people live it. It's Dylanology."
"Dylanology?" he coughed. "You're not erious."
"There are students of thi ," he told her. "I wasn't kidding
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wh n I aid ylan i l.i£ for orne people." He tubbed out hi
Clgar tt and 1 aned forward. "There wa orne bastard ick
nough to coll ct ylan' cigar tt butts becau e he figured we
could u the NA to clone him."
he wrinkled her no e." h, ugh, people are di gu ting
nowa ciay."
"The point i ," Corbin pre ed on, "that there thi whole
ort of community, thi whole life tyle going on, that you had no
idea exi ted." He hifted and looked right at her. "You had no
idea."
"No' he admitted. "I did not know there were thi many
di turbed p ople out there." he miled at him.
They were ilent a Corbin paid the bill. laire kept
looking at him with a trange mile on her lip .
"What?" h finally demanded on their way to the car.
"Why do you keep giving me tho e looks?"
he hook her head. "Bob Dylan.'
He unlocked her door and held it open a he climbed in.
He took hi time walking around to hi ide and tarting the car.
he wa till miling when he glanced at her. "Don't give me that
look," he cautioned her.
"What?" he a ked innocently.
'You're mocking my beliefS.
''I'm doing nothing of the ort." he leaned back in her
eat and kept lniling.
He revved the engine. " ince I don't believe in alvation I
have to believe in orne thing. 0 I believe in Bob Dylan."

*

Claire noticed a new addition to Corbin car.
"What thi?" he asked, tapping her nail again t the
tarni hed bronze bell hanging from hi rearview mirror. "And
doesn't it get annoying ringing all the time?"
"N0, it doe n't," he replied maneuvering through orne
traffic. "It' there to remind me."
"Remind you of what?" He remained ilent, 0 he
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in pected it more do ely. A thin strip of masking tape acros it
urface read "Emily."
"Emily?" he asked in confu ion. "What' that about?"
"I have this ideal girl in my head, named Emily," he
explained. " 0 I keep that bell there to remind me to alway be on
the lookout for that girl. And ince I haven't found her yet, I guess
the bell i like a reminder. To keep looking. Until I find her, I'll
ju t have to ettle for the bell."
"What' she like?" Claire wanted to know.
"Well, I gue s it's my twi ted definition of what everyone
el e considers a soul mate."
"How's it twisted?"
"Well, I could ee my life being like the song (Tangled Up
in Blue.' Always wandering, always having that one girl that sticks
out in nly nund."
"I don't know that ong," she aid apologetically.
"Well, the singer, ee, he's with this girl but her folks don't
like it. 0 they split up, and they struggle a lot in life, but they keep
meeting up. They know they hould be together, but they ju t
can't be. Life just won't let them. And there's thi one part that
de cribe it perfectly." Corbin leaned hi head back and ang in a
ra py VOIce:
((All the while I was alone the past was close behind,
I seen a lot of women but she never escaped my mind."
A little chill ran up Claire's spine. "I didn't know you could
.
"
smg.
A tiny mile crossed Corbin's lips as he continued. "Well,
not really, but I like inging Dylan. I gue s that part of the song
best de cribe what I want in a girl because that' how I ju t always
envisioned my perfect girl as being. The one that never escape my
mind, the one that I always want to come back to no nutter what.
And I named her Emily."
Claire was silent for a moment.
"Emily?" she asked.
"Ye ," he aid. "Emily."
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*

H gav h r th tatt red marble noteb ok and a copy of
ylan' Blonde on Blonde.
h in p ct d the c v r m r cl ely. "I n't thi the
n t bo k y u didn't want m t ee that night we went to - ((
"Wt 11, I hang d my mind."
"Why? What i thi?"
"It' ju t my writing. It' ju t what I do."
"Wh t mad you change your nund?"
"I don't kn w. I ju t want you to read it, that' all. You
d n't hav to if y u don't want t ."
"No, no, I'd Iik to. I gue I'mju t not ure why you
chang d your mind, that' all." he turned the book over in her
hands g ntly, a th binding wa 100 e.
"Make ur you Ii ten to thi
while you read my
n t bo k. Pr mi e?"
h glanc d at writing on the fir t page. You're beautiful,
just not on the inside. "Yes," he aid. "I promi e."
h at in her room with the
on and read the
n t book from cover to cover. There were drawings rich with
intricat cro11work, po m that moved by themselve over the
pap r, though on lif< a cl ar and ati fying a pring water. Yet all
throughout, ther wa a pervasive but under tated sadnes ,gentle,
miling, and r igned. laire felt a if he wa looking through a
window and waiting. By the time he wa done reading, she had
Ii t ned to the
three tim and had tear in her eye and a
tinging in her throat and ear. h had never read anything 0
beautiful.
(( h my God," he aid, taring at her candlelit reflection in
th mirror. "I love orbin." he touch d her throat, shocked that
he had b en able to vocalize what he had been denying to her elf
for o long.
"I love orbin," he repeat d. "Fuck."

*

"I r ad your notebook," he aid to him after cla . " It was
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really amazing."
Corbin hrugged. "Like I aid, it' ju t what I do."
"It eemed so sad, though ... everythingju t seemed very
d Why.?"
a.
"I gue s I'mju t a ad person," he smiled.
he handed it to him, but he pu hed it back towards her.
"Keep it," he aid. "It's fini hed anyway."
Claire was confused. "But it' your work. You have some
fanta tic tuff in here. Don't you want to keep it? I'm ure you
could publi h orne of it or omething."
He shook his head. "Claire, I don't write to get it
published or use it later or anything. I just write to get things out
of me and onto paper. I write to understand my elf. ometim.es
you don't know things about yourself until you get them out of
you. That's what they're for. They're my therapy. My soulcleansers."
Claire was silent for a moment. "Well, it's amazing. I'd like
to read more of it, if you'll let me."
He miled again. ''I'd like that, too."
The next morning Claire found a manila envelope on her
front porch with her name on it. She smiled as he opened it and
found another battered marble notebook inside.

*

Corbin's sister called Claire two days later. Corbin had left
the engine of his car running in the closed garage. There wa no
note, no apparent warning igns. There was only a row of neatly
labeled boxes in his room, and one had Claire's name on it.
By then she had listened to 3 more Dylan albums - Desire}
Blood on the Tracks} Highway 61 - and craved more. She paged
through the two notebooks he'd given her every night before she
went to bed, feeding her dream with hi beautiful words. She
gue ed at what wa in her box. More notebooks. More Dylan
CD's. Maybe a letter. Maybe not. Exhausted and numb with
hock, she went over to hi house the next day to pick up the box
and pay her condolences.
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Hi iter was tiny and tired-looking. "The funeral is this
weekend," she said flatly. "H ere's what he left for you."
Claire wa uncertain what to do or say. "Thank you," she
aid, taking the box in her anTIS. "Corbin was ... really special ...."
he trailed off
The girl tared at her blankly. Claire waited a minute.
When the girl till hadn't said anything, she mumbled omething
about going to the funeral and left.
She turned and looked back at the door when she reached
her car. Corbin' iter wa still tanding in the doorway.
Claire drove until the house was out of her sight and pulled
the car over. Peering into the box and expecting a stack of
notebook and CD's, her brow involuntarily knitted.
A folded piece of paper. An olive-green square of clothCorbin' army coat he took out the paper and examined it.
There were two lines in his neat, small handwriting:
Oh siste~ was I not a brother to you
And one deserving of affection?
A tiny smile twitched her lips. "Dylan," she said softly.
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*

Months later, in the winter, Claire was running late for
school and could not find her coat. Throwing piles of clothes
around her roonl., she spotted Corbin's box in the corner. The
army jacket was still in ide, folded and untouched. She took it out
and put it on. The leeves reached halfway down her hands and the
hemline fell to mid-thigh. She liked it.
Standing in the bitter cold, waiting for the bus, Claire stuck
her hands into the big pockets to keep her fingers warm. Her right
hand clo ed around something small and round. She pulled it out,
uncurled her fingers, and gasped.
"Oh my God," she whispered, tears forming in her eyes.
"Oh my God."
It was Emily.
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Devoted
Amanda H elwig
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Faraway Field
Padeha Tuntha- Obas

At the far end of the golden rice field, the sun sets.
Horizon turns the watercolor blue of An-Chan petals and
m.agenta of Lady of Eve. One thin girl rests her back on a
haystack, piled up against the dimming sun. It shadows onto her
fine body, smoothly blends her straight-cut hair to earth, her eyes
up to clean stars of an infant night, onto her yellow skin of
mosquito bites and down to her bare feet that run three
kilometers to school. She wears perfume of dew, of sweat that
mingles the soil and natural fertilizer nourishing her family's field
then reads donated textbooks when time allows. Her dress, a
blossom. of stained hand-woven skirt, willed down to her from
her ancestors as the village tradition. Her father hiding in his hat
walks up to her, rejoicing an instant cure of poverty over a letter
read to him by the postman. In her ears, his voice echoes as if
from a trapped valley ... the field is sold ... it will be replaced by a
golf course ... for the rich ... The rest of the message is told and
heard in tears over their last steps at the golden rice field.
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My Own Giselle
Amanda Ripley

Picture a place where your soul
unravel everything.
Pri tine kie reflect the ocean
and form the di play
for a ketchbook m.enagerie.
Nothing is beyond the reach of dreams,
or a child' hands .
Quick lip whisper in your ear:
"Isn't it beautiful?"
Blue eye parkle with
the perfection of this place.
Porcelain feet dance
in the golden mirror of childhood.
Young elbow and ankle, 0
bu y dancing, dreaming, and living
that they don't notice
a small scratch on the glass.
When asking about it, the re pon e:
"It build character."
o the dancing continues through the changing kyo
The golden mirror is tarnished.
Soft hands come to bring back its shine.
Warped, breakable puzzle pieces fly out,
shards turning to crystalline du t on the jagged rock.
Barefoot soles tread mechanically on,
leaving a traceable trail of crimson calligraphy.
The heaven alter to match dusky eyes;
the ocean ripple a liquid alt run down weakened skin.
All that's left is a bent, twi ted, outca t frame
with no way to be rebuilt.
Tell me, isn't it beautiful?
Amanda Ripley
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Augu t 4th , the fir t day of their merger meeting.
Margaret looked at her watch a he waited for the elevator to
come. The meeting hadn't gone well 0 far, and he wa already
half an hour into her lunch break. he got bored and tared at the
light d button, then at the number above the door. Ding. The
doors lid open, and he thought about waiting for the one next
to it, but decided he wa in a hurry and could queeze in. he
did. Down one floor, down another - he looked at her watch
again and watched the number above the door. Down, down, no
top, om other lazy person in a hurry. And there wa Fred. The
elevator pilled half of it content, and he slid in. Fred? he
looked at her watch; he thought he alway took an earlier lunch.
ure enough, he lid over to her now. They nodded at each other,
and he looked ahead at the panel again.
" 0, how you doing?" he asked.
"Fine, you?" he wasn't going to be impolite.
"I've been better." Great, now he wa going to complain
about hi wife and teenager again. Two more floor to go, but
would he be able to get away from him when they got out wa
the que tion. he began to think about excuse to turn the
oppo ite direction from him a oon a they tepped out.
" u an left during the night and got back at three thi
morning, drunk as a skunk. I had to take the kids to work. he'
in bed again."
Margaret nodded. It wa n't that he didn t feel ympathy
for the guy; she just didn't feel like it wa her place to tell him to
leave the tramp and save the kid. he worried that hi
confidence in her would lead to on1.ething el e, and a ugge tion
of that ort wa like a green light. "Maybe u an's ju t going
through a mid-life cri i right now. I'm ure h 'll come out of
it. You need to how her you're there for her." She ecretly hoped
haina chmeltzle
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he aw her bad advice for what it wa .
The door slid open, finally. he hurried out of the
elevator and looked back to give Fred her prepared excuse, but
didn't ee him. he wa afraid he d sneak up behind her, but what
could he do then? he hurried on to lunch.
Augu t 4th, the fir t day of their merger meeting.
Margaret looked at her watch a he waited for the elevator to
come. The nleeting hadn't gone well so far, and she wa already
half an hour into her lunch break, understandably tired. he got
bored and stared at the lighted button, then at the number above
the door. Ding. The door slid open, and she thought about
waiting for the one next to it, but decided he was in a hurry and
could queeze in. he did. Down one floor, down another - he
looked at her watch again and watched the number above the
door. Down, down, no top, orne other lazy per on in a hurry.
And there wa Fred. The elevator spilled half of its contents, and
he lid in. Fred? She looked at her watch; he thought he alway
took an earlier lunch . Sure enough, he lid over to her now. They
nodded at each other, and she looked ahead at the panel again.
" 0, how you doing?" he asked.
"It's been hectic." he was too tired to deal with Fred
today.
"Isn't it always?" he was waiting for him to complain
about his wife and teenager again. he wasn't ure if she could
take it today. She felt like she wa about ready to nap at any
moment.
Then it hit her: he wasn't saying anything. Another floor
down.
She couldn't bear the silence, though, couldn't bear the
idea of stepping out of the elevator having only been snappy
with him. "How' Su an?"
"Same old." That was it, no elaboration? He must be
really depressed.
The doors slid open. The two of them exited the
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levator, but he ju t nodded at her. ((See ya," she said in confusion
and walked on to lunch.
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Augu t 4th, the fir t day of their merger meeting.
Margaret looked at her watch a she waited for the elevator to
come. The me ting hadn't gone well so far, and she was already
half an hour into her lunch break. Darn it, though, she de erved a
break. he got bored and stared at the lighted button, then at the
numbers above the door. Ding. The doors slid open, and she
decided to wait for the one next to it. She wa in a hurry, but she
had a tight feeling in her chest and didn't feel like she could deal
with any more pre sure.
The next one wasn't long in coming. Completely empty.
Apparently h er timing had b een perfect. It was smooth sailing all
the way down; she rniled as she thought about h er luck. Then,
two floors from the bottom, it stopped. And there was Fred.
Fred? he thought he always took an earlier lunch. They
nodded at each other, and sh e looked ahead at the panel again.
The doors closed as she saw people streaming out of the other
elevator.
((So, how you doing?" he asked.
((It's been hectic." She was too tired to deal with Fred
today.
((Isn't it always?" He would complain about his wife and
teenagers soon. She felt sorry for the guy, really, but he could be a
pam.
Then it hit her: he wasn't saying anything. Another floor
down.
She couldn't bear the silence, though, couldn't bear the
idea of stepping out of the elevator having only been snappy
with him. ((How's Susan?"
"Same old." That was it, no elaboration? He must be
really depressed.
The door slid open. The two of them exited the
elevator, but he just nodded at her. She turned away, but then
Shaina Schmeltz le
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turned back. "Wait, Fred?" He turned back to look at her.
"You're going to lunch, aren't you?"
"Yeah." He wa coming back now.
"Why don't we go together? You eem kind of down,
maybe we could talk or om_ething."
"Yeah, that might be nice," he aid.
Augu t 4th, the first day of their merger meeting.
Margaret looked at her watch a he waited for the elevator to
come. The meeting hadn't gone well 0 far, and she wa already
half an hour into her lunch break. he had an uptight feeling that
told her thing weren't going well at all for the company. he got
bored and stared at the lighted button, then at the number above
the door. Ding. The door slid open, and he decided to wait for
the one next to it. he wa in a hurry, but she had a tight feeling
in her che t and didn't feel like he could deal with any more
pre ure.
The next one wa n't long in coming. Completely empty.
Apparently her timing had been perfect. It wa mooth ailing all
the way down. he miled as he thought about her luck. Then,
two floors from the bottom, it stopped. And there was Fred.
Fred? She thought he alway took an earlier lunch. They
nodded at each other, and he looked ahead at the panel. he
couldn't bear the ilence.
"So, how you doing?" she a ked.
"It's been hectic."
She wondered how thing had been going with his wife usan.
He had it rough; he prayed for him.
"I n't it alway?" he wanted to leave the conver ation
open for him. He needed to talk.
He wa n't aying anything. Another floor down.
"How's Su an?" she asked after a while. ometime he
worried that he would feel like he wa butting into hi private
life too much, but she wa concerned, especially for the kids. he
tried to give him decent advice without seeming to come on to
haina chmeltzle
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him; he had a daughter of her own. he knew it had to be hard.
" arne old." Same old must have meant she'd been
drinking again. He mu t be really depressed.
The door lid open. The two of them exited the
elevator, but he just nodded at her. She turned away, but then
turned back. "Wait, Fred?" He turned back to look at her.
"You're going to lunch, aren't you?"
"Yeah." H e just stood there, and didn't move towards her.
"Why don't we go together? You seem kind of down,
n1.aybe we could talk or something."
" Sorry," h e said. " It's just too hectic right now. M aybe I'll
catch up with you later. See ya round."
August 4t\ the first day of their m erger meeting.
M argaret looked at her watch as she waited for the elevator to
come. The meeting hadn't gone well at first, but after about six
that night, everybody had realized that if they didn't cooperate,
they'd be there for days. Then things had suddenly made a turn
for the better. She had had to stay later to fini h up some other
work, though. She got bored and stared at the lighted button,
then at the numbers above the door. Ding. Then the doors slid
open to reveal blank walls. Not only had she missed lunch, but
she had missed dinner. She hoped her daughter wouldn't be too
unhappy with her. She hadn't gotten a chance to call. She'd do it
from her car. She was in a hurry now, and just wanted to get
home finally.
It was smooth sailing all the way down, which wasn't a
surprise, since it was nine 0' clock at night. Then, two floors from
the bottom, it stopped. And there was Fred. Fred? What was he
doing here so late at night?
"How you doing?" he asked. She felt the hairs on the
back of her neck bristle. All she really knew about the guy was
from his complaints about his wife and teenagers.
"It's been hectic."
"Isn't it always?"
Shaina Schmeltz le
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he glanced nervou ly at the floor number. ne m.ore floor to
go. He wasn't aying anything.
"How' u an?" he a ked.
" he' ju t fine."
he looked at her watch. The elevator lurched, and he almo t
10 t her balance. Instinctively, he looked at hi face. No ign of
urprise. he could feel her heart pounding.
"You know, we've never had a really good conver ation,"
he aid uddenly.
"Fred, thi i n't the time, and my daughter's expecting
me. he'll be worried."
"You called and told her you were coming home then?"
"Ye ,I did."
"No, you didn't."
he had a ick feeling in her tomach.
"Jennifer isn't expecting you, she' already gone beddy-bye."
"Fred, what are you -" He came toward her now and
ran hi hand through her hair. he do ed her eye and wallowed
hard, trying to stop the frightened tears that were running down
her cheeks. "I tucked her in myself," he whi pered do e to her
ear.
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Contributors

Ali Bierly ... just ran past you. She want to know why sakura are
pink.
Shane Borer ... plan on living forever. So far, so good
Nicole Borocci ... known for loving cones, Seinfeld, and The Price is
Right. Favorite Quote: "1 taste a liquor never brewed." -Emily
Dickinson
Jennifer Brink ... conspires with ESB that "Robert Smith may be old,
and Robert Smith may be ugly, but Robert Smith is till cooler than
you."
Kathryn Chaptnan ... can leap tall buildings in several bounds,
provided she has a powerful pogo stick.
Flynn Corson... lept in the slanty fountain outside Reimert.
Whitney Daniels ... Jeremiah 29:11
Rosa belle Diaz ... . ..
susannah fisher ... freshman, majoring in english. afraid of scary
movies and capital letters.
Atnanda Helwig ... Biology Major, Art Minor, plays with jumping
hermaphroditic clonal fish .... really! :)
Katie Latnbert ... loves penguins but is terrified to ever come in
contact with one face-to-face. They can grow to be the size of a man,
you knOw.
Olatokunbo Laniya ... is a feminist stalker
Phil Malachowski ... "1 believe that for his escape he took advantage
of the migration of a flock of wild birds." (from "Le Petit Prince")
Rebecca Mersky ... "Do not save your best perfume." - Unknown
Harry Michel ... "the lover of beauty must become the lover of truth."
Leah Miller ... wants to know if you've seen her shoes anywhere lately.
Sarah Napolitan ... "Rinse, Lather, Repeat." Such satisfaction
brought in only three easy steps?? What an age we live in.
Ari N epon ... is currently building a super computer that will do your
laundry and make s'mores. Ju t be patient.
Stephanie Perkins ... Brown M&Ms dont have as much artificial
coloring because chocolate i already brown.
Andrew "Jacob" Petersen ... is a gemini ... that's damn right! Drew
also i confident that he will not be overshot again. He is usually een
throwing oats into animals' faces 0 that they agree on sacrifice.YES!
YES!
Contributors
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Laura Phillips ... own a cactu farm and fir t bred the amazing exploding cactu . You've never een an exploding cactu ? Man, you're mi mg
out.
Raquel B. Pidal ... can't feel her legs
Michael Anthony Pornante .. . a enior p ychology and english
double major truly, madly, and deeply in love with mon ato.
John Ramsey ... i puzzled by the ancient philosophical que tion: Why
for art thou monkey flying?
Amanda Ripley ... plan to conquer the univer e with an army of
pandas. "I that Doug? I that a bottle? Great."
Genevieve Romeo ... will one day tran late an epi ode of Iron Chrif
into Latin. And on that ame day,John Keat will bring her gallon and
gallon ofYonkers water. Nevermore, nevermore and that's it.
Joshua Rucci ... h! look at me, I'm making people happy. I'm the
magical man, from Happy Land, in a gum drop hou e on Lollipop
Lane ......... h! BY THE WAY! IWA BEING ARCA TIC!
Amy Scarantino ... frolic with Manatees and Team Limbic ystem.
he al 0 like gelato.
Shaina Schrneltzle ... Twinkie ,Twinkie ... golden cake and a cream
filling - ju t like life!
Melanie Scriptunas ... di covered that water and dirt make mud.
Hot damn.
Allison Shaffer ... is at a loss for word. "Inside you there's an artist
you don't know about. He's not interested in how things look different in
moonlight." - Rumi
Maura Strauman ... i a enior triple major in Biology, pani h, and
Halloween. he adores Pearl Jam, Karate and playing her Clarinet at
"ludicrous speed." Her favorite color i blue-green like the Crayola
crayon.
Chris Tereshko ... can be prinkled on pretzel and icy roads.
Melanie Thambash ... i fa cinated with four word contraction and
royal wizards.
Padcha Tuntha-obas ... make boxe, defends poetry and ays
goodbye to Ursinu ,her American home, with incere t thank .
Jen Walton ... Math major by day. .. Mystery woman by night.
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